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0.1 Introduction

Electronic commerce, telephone switching networks, highway and air traffic con-

trol systems, medical instruments are examples of systems that, provided with

a proper integration with the Internet and embedded systems(considering both

hardware and software implementations), surely are improved with respect to the

tasks they have been designed for. Clearly, the need for reliable hardware and

software systems is critical, and even if failure is not life-threatening, the conse-

quences can be economically devastating, so it has been becoming more and more

important to develop methods that increase our confidence inthe correctness of

such systems. For these reasons, over the last past decades we have assisted to a

growth of interest around the so calledformal methods, which are defined as math-

ematically based techniques for the specification, development and verification of

software and hardware systems.

The model checkingtechnique is an automatic approach for verifying finite

state concurrent systems, having a number of advantages over traditional formal

methods that are based on simulation, testing and deductivereasoning. It is basi-

cally a procedure that checks, for every reachable state of aspecific system, if a

given property of interest holds, or does not. The properties under investigation,

which formalize the specification, are usually given in terms of some appropri-

ate logics, often provided with an explicit or an implicit notion of time, while the

system specification is described using either a high level (e.g. Petri Nets, Process

Algebra, etc.) or a low level (e.g. Timed Automata, Continuous Time Markov

Chain, etc.) formalism.

In this work we are primarily interested in two classes of systems:

• thereal-timesystems, so called because the correctness of an operation de-

pends not only upon the logical correctness of the operationbut also upon

the time at which it is performed. In a real-time system the activities oc-

cur (within) by a given (period of) time duration. The standard classifica-

tion is that in ahard real-time system the completion of an operation after
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its deadline is considered useless (or even a catastrophic event), while a

soft real-time system will tolerate such lateness, and for example respond

with a decreased service quality (e.g. skipping images in video). Example

of real-time systems are: a car engine control system, medical systems and

industrial process controllers, etc.

• thestochastic systems, in which the activities have a duration specified by

a stochastic probability distribution; typical examples of such systems are:

stock market and exchange rate fluctuations, signals such asspeech, audio

and video; medical data such as a patient’s EKG, EEG, blood pressure or

temperature; and random movements such as Brownian motion orrandom

walks. On these systems the attention is usually focused on the verification

of performance and dependability properties.

Given our level of expertise in the use of Petri nets, a mathematical formal-

ism which is well suited for modeling concurrentdiscrete event dynamic systems

(DEDS) and for all those systems exhibiting complex behaviors due to the pres-

ence of synchronization and resource sharing mechanisms, we have chosen the

class of Time Petri nets and two classes of stochastic Petri nets (named General-

ized Stochastic Petri nets and Stochastic Well-formed nets) to model and analyze

real-time systems and stochastic systems, respectively. In fact, the mathematical

foundations of the Petri net formalism allow both correctness (i.e., logical) and ef-

ficiency (i.e., performance) analysis, while its graphicalapproach lets to produce

self documented specification.

For these and the above motivations we have decided to investigate about

the possibility to add model checking capabilities into ourPetri nets tool, named

GREATSPN. Of course, as pointed out before, this implied the utilization of ap-

propriate temporal logics, to specify the requirements of the specific real-time or

stochastic systems under investigation; we have utilized the Timed Computational

Tree Logic for the former and the Continuous Stochastic Logicfor the latter.

This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 areintroductory

chapters providing the basics about Petri nets and about model checking, respec-
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tively. In Chapter 3 we present our first main contribute, consisting in a technique

for model checking Time Petri nets against the Timed Computational Tree Logic.

Chapter 4 is devoted to our second main contribute, illustrating our solutions for

model checking Generalized Stochastic and Stochastic Well-formed nets against

the Continuous Stochastic Logic. Chapter 5 concludes the thesis, recalling the

contributes, within the advantages, the open problems and the future directions of

the proposed solutions.
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Chapter 1

The PN formalisms

Petri nets(PN) [53, 58, 59] are a mathematical formalism which is well suited for

modeling concurrentdiscrete event dynamic systems(DEDS) and for all those

systems exhibiting complex behaviors due to the presence ofsynchronization

and resource sharing phenomena; it has been satisfactorilyapplied to fields such

as communication networks, computer systems, discrete part manufacturing sys-

tems, etc. [32].

The mathematical foundations of the formalism allow both correctness (i.e.,

logical) and efficiency (i.e., performance) analysis, while its graphical approach

let to produce self documented specification.

To be noticed, in addition, is the fact that, rather than a single formalism, PN

are a family of formalisms, ranging from low to high level, each of them best

suited for different purposes [66].

A PN model of a dynamic system consists of two parts:

• A net structure, i.e., an inscribed bipartite directed graph, that represents

the static part of the system. There are two kinds of nodes:places, corre-

sponding to state variables, andtransitions, representing transformations of

state variables, pictorially represented as circles and boxes, respectively. We

may have arcs from place to transition (in this case, we have an input place
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for the transition, or anoutput transitionfor the place) orviceversa(in this

case, we have anoutput placefor the transition, or aninput transitionfor

the place). The inscriptions may be very different, leadingto various fam-

ilies of nets: if the inscriptions are simply natural numbers associated with

the arcs, named weights or multiplicities,Place/Transition(P/T) nets are

obtained [53, 58, 59], while more elaborate inscriptions, associated with

places, transitions, and arcs, lead to the so calledHigh Level Petri Netfor-

malisms [41].

• A marking, pictorially represented by tokens inside the places, thatrepre-

sents a distributed overall state on the structure. The marking of a place,

calledstate variable, is its state value.

A net systemis a net structure together with an initial marking. The system dy-

namics (i.e., the system behavior) is given by the evolutionrules for the marking:

a transition occurs when the input state values fulfill some condition expressed

by the arc inscriptions. The occurrence of a transition changes the values of its

adjacent state variables, according again to the arc inscriptions.

In Figure 1.1 we show a simple PN model with five places,idle, working1,

working2, waiting1, andwaiting2, differently linkedto andfrom transitions named

start, end1, end2, synchronized. The arc inscriptions, when not explicitly indi-

cated, indicate that one token is required (for every arcs connecting places to tran-

sitions) or produced (for every arcs connecting transitions to places). The initial

marking is given by the presence of two tokens in placeidle. Figure 1.2 shows

the net evolution after the firing of the transition calledstart: one token is deleted

from placeidle, and two tokens are deposed in placeworking1 and working2,

respectively.

The interpretationof a model precises the semantics of objects and their be-

havior: so, an interpretation may give a physical meaning tothe net entities (places,

transitions, tokens), evolution conditions and, possibly, will define the actions gen-

erated by the evolutions.
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idle

working1 working2

waiting1 waiting2
2 2

2

start

end1 end2

synchronized

Figure 1.1: A PN model

idle

working1 working2

waiting1 waiting2
2 2

2

start

end1 end2

synchronized

Figure 1.2: The PN model of Figure 1.1, after the firing of the transitionstart
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Considering the example depicted in Figure 1.1, we could givethe following

interpretation to the static and dynamic aspects of the net.

• placeidle: contains tasks of a given job; with the given marking, we have

two tasks, indicated by two tokens within it.

• transitionstart: lets one task be removed (arc from placeidle to transi-

tion start) and divided into two subtasks that are assigned to two differ-

ent processing systems (arcs from transitionstart to placesworking1 and

working2, respectively), in order to be processed .

• placesworking1 andworking2: indicates the two subtasks are working (in

parallel) on the two assigned processing systems.

• transitionsend1 andend2: depict the ending of computational activities of

the above cited subtasks on the two processing systems.

• placeswaiting1 andwaiting2: indicates each subtask is waiting for the other

respective subtasks of the second task.

• transitionsynchronized: finally, the two subcomponents of both two the pro-

cessing systems may synchronized each others (arcs, with inscription equals

to 2, from placeswaiting1 andwaiting2 to transitionssynchronized), and the

processing cycle is initialized again (arc, with inscription equals to 2, from

transitionsynchronizedto placeidle).

Taking into account the purposes of this thesis, a particularly interesting family of

net interpretations is obtained when time and probabilities are associated with the

model, as will be illustrated lated.

The chapter is organized as follows. In Section 1.1 we introduce what is con-

sidered the basic PN formalism, and explore its abilities for the modeling of sys-

tems. Section 1.2 is dedicated to the introduction of time into the basic PN for-

malism.
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1.1 ThePN basic model

A Place/Transition(P/T) net [53, 58, 59] is a tupleS= (P,T, I ,O,M0), whereP

is the set of places,T is the set of transitions,I ,O : P→ T → 2N define the input

and output arcs with associated multiplicity, andM0 : P→ N describes the initial

marking.

The structure of a net is something static. Assuming that thebehavior of a

system can be described in terms of the state and its changes,the dynamics on a

net structure is created by defining its initial state and thestate evolution rule.

The marking of a netN is a place indexed vectorm ∈ NP which assigns a non

negative integer (number of tokens) to each place.A P/T net systemis the pair

S〈N,m0〉, whereN is a P/T net andm0 is its initial marking. The number of tokens

at a place represents the local state of the place, i.e., the value of the state variable

represented by that place, which in the P/T formalism is an integer. The state of

the overall net system is defined by the collection of local states of the places.

Therefore, the vectorm is the state vector described by the net system. Pictorially,

we putm(p) black dots tokens in the circle representing placep. The marking in

a net system evolves as follows:

1. A transition is said to beenabledat a given marking when each input place

has at least as many tokens as the weight of the arc joining them. The num-

ber of simultaneous enabling of a transition t at a given marking.m is called

its enabling degree.

2. Theoccurrence, or firing, of an enabled transition is an atomic operation

that removes from (adds to) each input (output) place a number of tokens

equal to the weight of the arc joining the place (transition)to the transition

(place).

Let S be a P/T system:

• An occurrence orfiring sequencefrom m is a sequenceσ = t1 · · ·tk · · · such
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thatm
t1→m1 · · ·

tk→mk · · · . If the firing of sequenceσ yields the markingm′,

this is denoted bym σ
→ m′.

• The languageof S , denoted byL(S ), is the set of all the occurrence se-

quences fromm0.

• Thereachability set(RS) ofS , denoted byRS(S ), is the set of all the mark-

ings reachable fromm0 by firing some sequences inL(S ).

• The reachability graph(RG) of S , denoted byRG(S ), is a labeled graph

where the vertices are the reachable markings and there is anedge labeledt

from vertexm to vertexm′ if and only if m t
→ m′.

Taking again our running example, as shown in Figure 1.1, we can provide the

following examples to what was theoretically exposed in this section.

• the setP is given by the elementsidle, working1, working2, waiting1, and

waiting2;

• the setT is given by the elementsstart, end1, end2, synchronized;

• m0 = 2· idle (using a vector-like notation to indicate markings).

• the functionI is so defined:

{idle→ synchronized→ 2,

waiting1 → end1 → 1,

waiting2 → end2 → 1,

working1 → start→ 1,

working2 → start→ 1};

• the functionO is so defined:

{idle→ start→ 1,

waiting1 → synchronized→ 2,

waiting2 → synchronized→ 2,

working1 → end1 → 1,

working2 → end2 → 1};
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2· idle

1· idle+1·wk1 +1·wk2

1· idle+1·wt1 +1·wk2 1· idle+1·wk1 +1·wt22·wk1 +2·wk2

2·wk1 +1·wk2 +1·wt2 1·wk1 +1·wt1 +2·wk2

start

end1
start

end2

· · ·

end1

· · ·

· · · · · ·

· · ·

· · ·· · ·

· · ·

end2

Figure 1.3: A portion of the RG of the PN model of Figure 1.1

• σ1 = start·start·end1 ·end1 . . . andσ2 = start·end1 ·end2 . . . are two (par-

tially listed) allowed firing sequences;

• a portion of the RG is given in Figure 1.3, in which every node is an element

of the RS; starting from the root node, corresponding to the initial marking,

we obtain a set of paths, given by all possible firing sequences. Note that,

for readability reasons, in Figure 1.3 we abbreviatedworkingi with wki and

waitingi wti.

Observe that, in the firing rule, enabled transitions are never forced to fire: this is

a form ofnon determinism. It must also be noticed that it is not specified whether

the occurrence of a transition takes some time, since time has not been introduced
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yet. This is again matter of the interpretation we give to themodel.

Properties of interest

The properties usually considered with this basic formalism are calledquali-

tative, and they may be synthesized as follows:

• boundedness: i.e., finiteness of the state space; every place in the net has a

bounded number of token within it.

• liveness: related to potential fireability in all reachable markings;

• deadlock-freenessis a weaker condition w.r.t. liveness, in which only global

infinite activity (i.e., fireability) of the net system modelis requested, even

if some parts of it do not work at all.

• reversibility: characterizing recoverability of the initial marking from any

reachable marking;

• mutual exclusion: dealing with the impossibility of simultaneous sub-markings

(p-mutex) or firing concurrency (t-mutex).

Our running example (Figure 1.1) is a bounded, live (then deadlock-free), and

reversible system. An example of p-mutex (t-mutex) property is given by the

fact that is not possible having simultaneously the markings (enabled transitions)

2 · idle and 2·waiting1 + 2 ·waiting2 (start and synchronized). Figure 1.4, de-

rived by Figure 1.1 by labeling with one token (i.e., by an empty inscription),

instead of two tokens, the input arcs of the transitionsynchronized, is affected by

unboundedness, because every task generates two new tasks at the end of every

computational cycle. Figure 1.5, obtained by Figure 1.1 simply deleting the arc

connecting transitionsynchronizedwith placeidle, depicts a non-live (then, also

a prone-to-deadlock) system (after the second firing of transition synchronized

there are no more tokens in the net, so none of the transitionscan be able to fire);

obviously such system is also not reversible.
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idle

working1 working2

waiting1 waiting2

2

start

end1 end2

synchronized

Figure 1.4: A PN model, derived from Figure 1.1, affected by unboundedness of

the state space

idle

working1 working2

waiting1 waiting2
2 2

start

end1 end2

synchronized

Figure 1.5: A PN model, derived from Figure 1.1, prone to deadlock and non-

reversibility
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Analysis techniques

Conventionally, analysis techniques for PN are classified as:

• Enumeration, which are based on the construction of a RG which repre-

sents, individually, the net markings and single transition firings between

them. If the net system is bounded, the RG is finite and the different qualita-

tive properties can be easily verified. If the net system is unbounded, the RG

is infinite and its construction is not possible. In this case, graphs known as

coverability graphscan be constructed [44]. Despite of its power, enumer-

ation is often difficult to apply, even in small nets, due to its computational

complexity (it is strongly combinatorial).

• Transformation. It proceeds transforming a net systemS into S′, preserving

the set of properties to be verified, in such a way the state space ofS′ may

be bigger than that ofS, but S′ may belong to a subclass for which state

enumeration can be avoided.

• Reductionmethods are a special class of transformation methods in which

a sequence of net systems preserving the properties to be studied is con-

structed, and for which the respective RG s appear as decreasing in the

cardinality of nodes or edges.

• Structural. Investigate the relationships between the behavior of a net sys-

tem and its structure, while the initial marking acts, basically, as a parameter.

In this last class of analysis techniques, we can distinguish two subgroups:

– Linear algebra-based techniques, which permit a fast diagnosis with-

out the need for enumeration.

– Graph based techniques, in which the net is seen as a bipartite graph

and somead-hocreasoning (frequently derived from the firing rule) is

applied.

Simulationmethods have also been applied to study systems modeled withP/T

nets. It proceed playing thetoken game(firing enabled transitions) on the net
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system model under certain strategies. In general, simulation methods do not allow

to prove properties, but they might be of great help for understanding the modeled

system or to fix the manifested problems during simulation.

1.2 Introducing temporal information into PN

Petri nets were originally proposed as a causal model, explicitly neglecting time.

Subsequently, the need to face with timing aspects in the modeling activity, for

example for describing stochastic or real time systems, leaded to different ap-

proaches for introducing time aspects into the PN formalisms: for example, time

concerns may be associated to places, token, transitions, and so on.

We will consider PN formalisms in which timing is associatedwith transitions.

The introduction of time into the basic net model entails many subtle diffi-

culties in the definition of a coherent model. In particular,the specification of the

timed behavior, in order to evaluate performance, requiresa great deal of interpre-

tation to be added over the basic net system model.

First of all, it is needed to specify what happens when the enabling degree

of a transition is greater then one; since a timed transitionmay be thought as a

server performing the required task, we could taking into account the following

alternatives, when multiple instances of the activity are requesting a service to the

hypothetical server associated to the the enabled transition:

• 1-serversemantics: they are queued and served 1-at-time;

• in f inite-server semantics: they are served in parallel (like if there are infi-

nite servers);

• k-server semantics: they are servedk-at-time in parallel (this approach co-

incides with the previous one, when the enabling degree is less or equal to

k).
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The first alternative suggests the need to specify alsoqueuing policies.

It is necessary, in addition, to associate with the model anexecution policy,

comprising two specifications: a rule to choose the next transition to fire in any

marking (thefiring policy) and a criterion to account for the past history of the

model whenever a transition fires (thememory policy).

As regards the firing policy, two alternatives are basicallypossible: either using

the delays associated with transitions to decide which one will fire next, or adding

a specific metrics for this purpose. In this thesis, we will use classes of PN in

which the transition with the minimum remaining delay is theone that fires first;

this approach is calledrace policy.

As regards the memory policy, again two basic alternatives are possible at

every change of marking:

• continue: the timers1 associated with transitions hold their present values

and will continue being decremented later on.

• restart: the timers associated with transitions are restarted, i.e. their present

values are discarded, and new values will be generated when needed.

The memory policy affects transitions that fire as well as transitions that lose their

enabling due to the change of marking, and transitions that keep their enabling in

the new marking. The memory of transitions that fire is irrelevant, since in this

case a new delay instance must alway be generated. The memoryof transitions

that do not fire is often assumed to be of the following types:

• re-sampling: the timer of the transition is reset to a new value at any change

of marking.

• enabling memory: if in the new marking the transition is still enabled, the

value of the timer is kept; otherwise, it is reset to a new value.

1we can associate a timer with each transition, in order to describe the evolution of a timed PN

model: timers are decremented at constant speed while transitions are enabled, and when a timer

runs down to zero the corresponding transition may fire.
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• age memory: the timer is kept at any change of marking.

Given a specific class of systems to be described, an appropriate PN formalism,

given form the combination of the above depicted different solutions, may be

chosen.

In the following we will concentrate on two (classes of) formalisms useful for

describing real-time (Section 1.2.1) or stochastic (Section 1.2.2) systems.

1.2.1 TheTPN formalism

The two main timed extensions of PN are Merlin and Faber ’s time Petri nets

(TPN) [51] and Ramchandani’s timed Petri nets [64]. Whereas inthe former the

transitions have to fire in a given temporal interval, in the latter system’s timing

characteristics are represented by minimal durations between the firing of transi-

tions (”as soon as” semantics).

Since the class of timed Petri nets is included in the class ofTPN [60], we are

mainly interested in this latter formalism.

As an example of TPN model, look at Figure 1.6, in which we consider again

our running model, adding to it a transitioninitialize, with input and output arcs

linked to placeidle, for taking into account an initialization procedure for the

tasks accessing the system; as it can be observed we provide timing information,

by means of temporal intervals depicted near to every transitions.

In the original TPN specification non-deterministic behavior is not associated

with a measure of probability over the variety of feasible behaviors. Moreover, an

enabled transition, can be disabled before firing and beforereaching its maximum

enabling time: none of memory, server semantics or queue policies is defineda

priori .

In the following we will consider the so calledstrong semantics(the elapsing

of time must not disable transitions), as specified in [8] as T-TPN, referring to it

simply as TPN.
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Figure 1.6: A TPN model, derived by the PN model of Figure 1.1

Finally, it is important to notice that non interpreted net systems may be rede-

fined as TPN, putting the minimum and maximum bounds equal to zero, without

changing their non deterministic behavior. On the contrary, the behavior of a timed

model may be different from the one of the uninterpreted net system. For exam-

ple, taking the example in Figure 1.6, it is possible to understand that the firing

sequences starting fromstart are interdicted by the timing information provided

with transitioninitialize.

In the following we provide the formal syntax and semantics of TPN (Sec-

tion 1.2.1), but first we need to recall, in Section 1.2.1, thetimed transition system

notation, useful for a rigorous behavioral description of TPN.

The TTS formalism

A timed transition system(TTS) is a state-transition graph, where the labels of

transitions can belong to a finite set of eventsΣ or can be real numbers. A TTSS

can be represented by a tuple〈Q,QO,Σ,→〉whereQ is a set of the states,Q0∈Q is
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an initial state,Σ is the set of the events (or labels), and→⊆ Q× (Σ∪R≥0)×Q is

the transition relation (i.e. the set of transitions). When(q,σ,q′)∈→, it is denoted

q
σ
→ q′, and denotes that when the state of the system isq, it can change toq′ upon

eventa. The transitions that are labeled with an element ofΣ are calleddiscrete

transitionsand the transitions that are labeled with a real positive number are

calledcontinuous transitions.

TPN syntax and semantics

Syntax of TPN

A time Petri net(TPN)T [51, 8] is a tuple〈P,T,W−,W+,M0,(α,β)〉 where :

• P = {p1, ..., pm} is a finite set of places;

• T = {t1, ..., tn} is a finite set of transitions;

• W− ∈ (NP)
T

is the backward incidence mapping;

• W+ ∈ (NP)
T

is the forward incidence mapping;

• M0 ∈ NP is the initial marking;

• α ∈ (Q≥0)
T andβ ∈ (Q≥0∪ {∞})T are the earliest and latest firing time

mappings.

Semantics ofTPN

The semantics of a TPNT can be represented with a TTSST . Before defin-

ing the semantics ofT , we first introduce the following definitions. Amarking

is an element ofNP. A valuation is a vectorv ∈ (R≥0)
n such that each valuevi

represents the elapsed time since the last timeti was enabled or since the launch-

ing of the system ifti was never enabled. The initial valuation0 ∈ (R≥0)
n is

the valuation with0i = 0 for all i ∈ {1, ...,n}. A transition t is said to been-

abled for a markingM if and only if M ≥ W−(t). A transition tk is said to be

newly enabledafter the firing of a transitionti from a markingM if tk is not
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enabled for the markingM −W−(t) and it is enabled for the markingM′ =

M −W−(t) +W+(t). The function↑enabled: T ×NP × T 7→ {true, f alse} is

defined by↑enabled(tk,M, ti) = true if tk is newly enabled after the firing ofti

from M. Formally, for all(tk,M, ti) ∈ T ×NP×T,we have↑enabled(tk,M, ti) =

(M−W−(ti)+W+(ti) ≥W−(tk))∧ ((M−W−(ti) < W−(tk))∨ (tk = ti)).

The TTSST = 〈Q,q0,T,→〉 associated to a TPNT = 〈P,T,W−,W+,M0,(α,β)〉

is defined by:

• Q = NP× (R≥0)
n;

• q0 = (M0,0);

• →∈ Q× (T ∪R≥0)×Q is the transition relation defined by:

– (discrete transitions) for allti ∈ T, we have:

(M,v)
ti→ (M′,v′) ⇔































M ≥W−(ti)∧M′ = M−W−(ti)+W+(ti)

α(ti) ≤ vi ≤ β(ti)

v′k =







0 if ↑enabled(tk,M, ti)

vk otherwise

– (continuous transitions) for allδ ∈ R≥0, we have:

(M,v)
δ
→ (M,v′) ⇔







v′ = v+δ

∀k∈ {1, ...,n},(M ≥W−(tk) ⇒ v′k ≤ β(tk))

The last condition on continuous transitions ensures that the time that elapses

in places cannot increase to a value which would disable transitions that were

enabled by the marking.

When defining the semantics of TPN, three kinds of policies must be fixed:

• The choice policyconcerning the next event to be fired. For our TPN mod-

els the choice is non deterministic.
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• The service policyconcerning the possibility fo simultaneous instances of

a same event to occur. Here we adopt thesingle serverpolicy.

• The memory policy concerning the updating of timing information when

a discrete step occurs.The key issue in the semantics is to define when we

reset the clock measuring the time since a transition was enabled. Here we

will use theenabling memorypolicy.

1.2.2 TheSPN, GSPN, and SWN formalisms

A Stochastic Petri Net [52] (SPN) is a tupleS= (P,T, I ,O,W,m0), whereP is

the set of places,T is the set of transitions,I ,O : P → T → 2N define the input

and output arcs with associated multiplicity,W : T → R≥0 defines the rate of the

exponential distributions associated to transitions, andm0 : P → N describes the

initial marking.

It is well-known that the stochastic process underlying an SPN is a Contin-

uous Time Markov Chain (CTMC) which is isomorphic to RG of the SPN built

disregarding the timing aspects.

Generalized SPN (GSPN) [1] are an extension of SPN in which the setT is

split into immediate and stochastic transitions. Immediate transitions fire in zero

time, with priority over timed ones, and conflicts are resolved probabilistically.

As a consequence the RG includes also somevanishingstates in which zero

time elapses. We distinguish the RG from the Tangible RG (TRG) in which only

tangible (non-vanishing) states are preserved.

The stochastic process associated to a GSPN is a semi-Markovprocess from

which a CTMC can be produced considering only the tangible states.

Figure 1.7, in its right-most path, describes the solution process usually per-

formed for the GSPN models: the RG is built first, and each arc is labeled with the

name of the transition that causes that change of state; thenthe vanishing states

are eliminated, thus creating the TRG, in which each arc is labeled with either
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Figure 1.7: Solution approaches for SWN
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Figure 1.8: The SWN model of a simple computing system

the name of a timed transition or of a timed followed by a sequence of immediate

transitions. The CTMC is then built using the TRG and the rates and probabilities

associated to the transitions of the net.

Stochastic Well-formed Nets [15] are a colored extension ofGSPN. The pecu-

liarity of SWN is that thecolor domainof places is built as the Cartesian product

of a limited number ofbasic color classes, and that functions on arcs are ex-

pressed as linear combination of a few basic functions (projection to select an

element, sum function to select the whole color class).

We do not provide a formal definition (see [15]) of SWN in this context, but

we recall the main points by using an example.

The net of Figure 1.8 shows an SWN model of a simple computing system:
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there is a central server, modelled by placeloc and transitiontloc, at which there

are initiallyN jobs.

Once the computation local to the central server terminates, a job chooses

one of the peripherical devices, and a request for that device is put in placewait.

Different devices are modelled as different colors of the color classD. HenceD =

{d1,d2, . . . ,dK} indicates that there areK different devices. A deviced can be in

one of the following states: available (one token of colord in placeav), being used

by a job (one token of colord in placesrv), and unavailable (one token of colord

in placeun av). The choice of a device by a job is modelled by the single server

transitiontloc that, due to the free variablex associated to the arc out oftloc, puts

in placewait a token of colord, randomly chosen with equal probability amongst

all K colors of the color classD.

A function 〈x〉, such as the one on the arc fromwait to s srv, is called a pro-

jection function and evaluates to one of the elements ofD: if in a marking there is

a token in placeloc then there areK instancesof transitiontloc enabled, one per

each possible color assignment tox.

Transitions srv can fire for an assignment to variablex of colord only if there

is at least one token of colord in placewait and at least one token of colord in

placeav. The firing ofs srv for x = d puts a token of the same color insrv. Observe

that, once the device has provided the required service, transitione srv fires, and

puts an uncolored token (the job) back to the server placeloc, and a coloredd

token (the device) into placeun av. Placeun av models some reset time of the

device (a period in which the device is unavailable). We assume that all devices

have the same speed and that each device can work on a single job at a time (the

service policy of transitions srv ande srv is “single server per color”).

The other basic function of SWN is the constant functionS: if we change the

function on the arc out oftloc to 〈S〉, then each firing oftloc addsK tokens to place

wait, one token per color inD, thus representing a fork of a job intoK threads, one

per device. If the function〈S〉 is associated also to the arc fromsrv to e srv then

the transition can fire only if there is insrv at least one token per color: therefore
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Figure 1.9: Unfolding of the SWN of Figure 1.8

it expresses a synchronization in the elaboration at then peripherical devices.

From an SWN an equivalent GSPN can be generated, which has thesame

structure, replicated as many times as there are colors (in the example above there

areK replicas of all colored places). The process of generating aGSPN equivalent

to a given SWN is calledunfolding[42]: each place is duplicated as many times

as there are distinguished colored tokens assigned to that place, transitions are

duplicated as many times as there are transition instances,and arcs are computed

according to the functions associated to the arcs of the SWN.Figure 1.9 shows

the GSPN model obtained through unfolding of the SWN model of Figure 1.8.

Figure 1.7, in its central path, describes thecolored solution process of an

SWN: the Colored Reachability Graph (CRG) is built first, followed by a colored

TRG, from which the CTMC is computed. While a state in a GSPN is an assign-

ment of tokens to places, in SWNs, as in all colored nets, a state is an assignment

of colored tokens to places. Listed in the last three lines ofTable 1.1 are three col-

ored markings: stateC1a corresponds to a situation in which there is a job waiting

for deviced1, while a job is using deviced2, and another one is usingd3.

Figure 1.7 depicts also the relationship between an SWN and its unfolded

GSPN: the CRG and the RG are isomorphic, and the same Markov chain is pro-

duced.
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State State Description Z Cardinality

S1 M(wait) = 1·ZD,1, M(srv) = 1·ZD,2 |ZD,1| = 1, |ZD,2| = 2

S2 M(wait) = 1·ZD,1, M(srv) = 1·ZD,1 +1·ZD,2 |ZD,1| = 1, |ZD,2| = 1

C1a M(wait) = 1·d1, M(srv) = 1·d2 +1·d3 n.a.

C1b M(wait) = 1·d2, M(srv) = 1·d1 +1·d3 n.a.

C1c M(wait) = 1·d3, M(srv) = 1·d1 +1·d2 n.a.

Table 1.1: Symbolic and colored states for the SWN of Figure 1.8

The real advantage of colored nets in general, and of SWN in particular, is

the ability to exploit the symmetries described by the color. This exploitation is

fully automatic for SWN. Figure 1.7, in its left-most path, describes thesymbolic

solution process of an SWN: the Symbolic Reachability Graph (SRG) is built

first, followed by a symbolic TRG, from which the CTMC is computed. We do

not enter in the details of the SRG construction [15] here: however, we recall

that a state of the SRG (symbolic marking) is an equivalence class of colored

markings. The equivalence classes are represented in termsof a partition of a

color class into dynamic subclassesZColorClass,index, characterized simply by the

subclass cardinality.

Examples of symbolic markings for the central server model are given in the

first two lines of Table 1.1. StateS1 is the equivalence class of all markings that

have a job waiting for a device and two other jobs in service using the two other

devices: indeed stateS1 corresponds to the three colored markingsC1a, C1b and

C1c. StateS2 corresponds to all colored markings that have a job waiting for a

device that is already in use by another job (the same dynamicsubclassZD,1 is

associated to placeswait andsrv), and a different device (one of the remaining

two) in use by another job.

An interesting feature of SWN is that the equivalence classes are directly com-

puted from the initial marking of the SWN, thanks to a definition of symbolic

transition firing: a firing in which dynamic subclasses, instead of specific colors,

are assigned to variables. Therefore in the SRG, out of stateS1 there is an arc in

whichx is associated toZD,1: the single arc represents the three arcs corresponding
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to the possible assignment tox of a color inD.

The SRG is a bisimulation of the CRG (although the bisimulation relation is

never computed), while the CTMC built from the SRG is a lumped CTMC with

respect to the CTMC generated from the CRG, as summarized by Figure 1.7.

Observe that, for each symbolic marking, it is possible to build the list of corre-

sponding colored markings.



Chapter 2

Model checking temporal logics

Electronic commerce, telephone switching networks, highway and air traffic con-

trol systems, medical instruments are examples of systems that, provided with

a proper integration with the Internet and embedded systems(considering both

hardware and software implementations), surely are improved with respect to the

tasks they have been designed for. Clearly, the need for reliable hardware and

software systems is critical, and even if failure is not life-threatening, the conse-

quences can be economically devastating, so it is becoming more and more im-

portant to develop methods that increase our confidence in the correctness of such

systems.

Taking into account the deeply heterogeneous purposes of the wide different

application fields, we could reasoning about which kind of properties and about

which idea of correctness we are interested in. Stated that asystem is correct

when it does what it was designed for, one of the basic axioms of the software

and hardware engineering is that the concept of the “correctness of a system ”

has always to be referred to a specific set of requirements; therefore, we can not

say the system is correct, but we will saythe system is correct with respect the

designed specifications, since it is not possible to verify the abstract view of the

complete absence of errors that can not be derived from the unfulfillment of the

specifications.
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Given that, we can roughly distinguish among the following correctness mean-

ings:

• functional: e.g., the system output is correct with respect to the purposes it

is designed for (e.g., “the mainframe processes the jobs without errors”);

• performance: e.g., the system is able to execute a task within a temporal

deadline (e.g., “the mainframe processes the jobs within 10time units”);

• dependability: e.g., the system is able to react and to recover from internal

or external failure (e.g., “the mainframe is able to recoverfrom a deadlocked

job”);

• fairness: e.g., the system is able to act, taking into account specificservice

policies (e.g., “the mainframe does not process indefinitely the same jobs”);

According to the given list of different items, a wide numberof different prop-

erty classes may be obtained from the combination of them; for example, the

performabilityclass is given when performance and dependability properties are

quite undistinguishable.

In this chapter, we will introduce themodel checkingtechnique: an automatic

approach for verifying finite state concurrent systems, having a number of advan-

tages over traditional procedures that are based on simulation, testing and deduc-

tive reasoning. It is basically a procedure that checks, forevery reachable state of

a specific system, if a property of interest holds, or does not. The properties under

investigation, which formalize the specification, are given in terms of some appro-

priate logics, usually provided with an explicit or an implicit notion of time [21].

This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we provide a panoramic

excursus, taken from [21] on the main model checking motivations, history, and

application fields. In Section 2.2 and in Section 2.3 we illustrate how the model

checking techniques was applied to two specific logics acting an important rule in

the formal specification of real-time and performability-oriented systems.
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2.1 The model checking verification technique

In this section we provide an overview about the conceptual basis of the model

checking technique, specifically by delineating the framework in which the model

checking may be contextualized (Section 2.1.1), by listingthe most important

model checking techniques, according to the different temporal logics it was ap-

plied for (Section 2.1.2), and by furnishing an informal description about the

model checking process (Section 2.1.3). This section is adapted from [21].

2.1.1 Formal methods for hardware and software verification

The widest validation methods for hardware and software systems aresimulation,

testing, deductive verificationandmodel checking.

Simulation and testing[54] both involve making experiments before deploying

the system in the field, but while the former is performed on anabstractionor a

modelof the system, testing is performed on the actual product; inboth cases,

these methods are typically based on the coherence checkingbetween the injected

inputs and the obtained outputs, and they can be a cost-efficient way to find many

errors, even if checking all of the possible interactions and potential pitfalls is

quite impossible.

With deductive verificationit is intended the use of axioms and proof rules

to prove the correctness of systems [40]. The importance of such technique is

widely recognized by computer scientists; however, deductive verification is a

time-consuming process that can be performed only by experts who are educated

in logical reasoning and have considerable experience. Consequently, the uses of

deductive methods are rare, and are primarily applied to highly sensitive systems,

such as security protocols, where enough resources need to be invested to guaran-

tee their safe usage [21]. An important limitation of such approach is highlighted

by the theory of computability: it shows that there cannot bean arbitrary algorithm

that decides the termination of an arbitrary computer program; thus, most proof

systems cannot be completely automated. Despite this, an advantage of deductive
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verification is that it can be used for reasoning about infinite state systems, and

this can be automated to a limited extent. However, even if the property to be ver-

ified is true, no limit can be placed on the amount of time and memory that may

be needed to find a proof.

Model checkingis a technique for verifying finite state concurrent systems;

one benefit of this restriction is that verification can be performedautomatically.

The procedure normally uses an exhaustive search of the state space of the sys-

tem to determine if some specification is true or not. Given sufficient resources,

the procedure always terminate with ayes/noanswer. Although the restriction to

finite state systems may seem be a major disadvantage, model checking is applica-

ble to several very important classes of systems (for example, hardware controller

or communication protocol are finite state systems); in addition, systems that are

not finite state may be verified using model checking in combination with various

abstraction andinductionprinciples. Finally, in many cases errors can be found

by restricting unbounded data structures to specific instances that are finite state.

Because model checking can be performed automatically, it ispreferable to de-

ductive verification, whenever it can be applied; however, there will always be

some critical applications in which theorem proving is necessary for complete

verification.

2.1.2 Temporal logics and model checking

Temporal logics are useful for specifying concurrent systems, because they can

describe the ordering of events in time without introducingtime explicitly, and

they are often classified according to whether time is assumed to have a linear

or branching structure: in the first case, we consider only one possible sequence

of possible events, while in the latter case, we analyze all possible futures (i.e.,

computations).

Several researchers have proposed using temporal logics for reasoning about

computer programs; among all, Pnueli [61] was the first to usethem for reasoning

about concurrency: his approach involved proving properties of the program under
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investigation from a set of axioms that described the behavior of the individual

statements in the program.

The introduction of temporal logic model checking algorithms by Clarke and

Emerson [17] in the early 1980s allowed this type of reasoning be automated, be-

cause checking that a single model satisfies a formula is mucheasier that proving

the validity of a formula for all models. The algorithm developed by Clarke and

Emerson for the branching time Computational Tree logic (CTL) was polynomial

in both the size of the model and in the length of its specification in temporal logic;

they also showed how fairness properties could be handled without changing the

complexity of the algorithm. This was an important step, because the correctness

of many concurrent programs depends on some type of fairnessassumption; for

example, absence of starvation in a mutual exclusion algorithm may depend on the

constraint that each process makes progress infinitely often. Later, Clarke, Emer-

son and Sistla [18] devised an improved algorithm that was linear in the product

of the length of the formula and the size of the state transition graph.

Sistla and Clarke [67] analyzed the model checking problem for a variety of

temporal logics and showed, in particular, that for the Linear Temporal logic (LTL )

the problem was PSPACE-complete. Pnueli and Lichtenstein [47] reanalyzed the

complexity of checking linear time formulae and discoveredthat although the

complexity appears exponential in the length of the formula, it is linear in the size

of the global state graph: based on this observation, they argued that the high com-

plexity of linear time model checking might still be acceptable for short formulae.

CTL∗ is a very expressive logic that combines both branching timeand linear

time operators. The model checking problem for this logic was first considered by

Clarke, Emerson and Sistla in [18], where it was shown to be PSPACE-complete;

this result can be exploited to show that CTL∗ andLTL model checking are of the

same algorithmic complexity in both size of the state graph and of the size of the

formula. Thus, for purposes of model checking, there is no practical complexity

advantage to restricting oneself to a linear time logic [29].

Computers are frequently used in critical applications where predictable re-
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sponse times are essential for correctness. Such systems are called real-time sys-

tems. The above cited temporal logics are not able to expressthe quantitative tem-

poral specifications usually required to hold in real time systems, for example “

eventp will happen within at mostn time units”, despite of their expressive power,

which let them to express qualitative temporal specifications, for example “ event

p will happen in the future”. Real-time CTL (RTCTL) [30] and and Timed CTL

(TCTL) [2] are two examples of logics for which model checking algorithms were

introduced for the above cited goals; where the former is a simple extension of

the CTL logic, providing a syntactical sugar for expressing bounds, and it is based

on a discrete view of time (useful for describing synchronous systems), the latter

was developed for specifying asynchronous systems, in which the notion of time

is necessary continuous, and for which the consequent potentially non-finitness of

the state space has to be handled.

An important class of logics is related to the capability to express properties

connected to the performance and dependability evaluationactivities, in the field

of the stochastic model checking. Continuous Stochastic logic (CSL) [5, 6] and

Continuous Stochastic Reward logic (CSRL) [35], are two examples of such ap-

proaches, letting to specify probabilistic specification (the former), even combined

with purely performance requirements (the latter).

In the original implementation of the model checking algorithms, transition

relations were represented explicitly by adjacency lists.For concurrent systems

with small numbers of processes, the number of states was usually fairly small,

and the approach was often quite practical: the EMC tool for CTL model check-

ing, developed by Clarke, Emerson and Sistla [18] was able to check transition

graphs with between 104 and 105 states at a rate about 100 states per second for

typical formulae. In systems with many concurrent parts, however, the number of

states was too large to handle. For facing with that problem,McMillian [49] real-

ized that by using a symbolic representation for the state transition graph, much

larger systems could be verified and implemented the SMV toolusing the ordered

binary decision diagrams; using thesymbolic model checking, the original EMC

tool could verify systems that had more than 1020 states [43]. Since then, various
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refinements of such approach let to manage up to more than 10120 states [28].

Verifying software causes some problem for model checking,because soft-

ware tends to be less structured then hardware and, in addition, concurrent soft-

ware is usually asynchronous. For these reasons, thestate space explosion phe-

nomenonis a particularly serious problem for software. Consequently, model

checking has been used less frequently for software verification than for hard-

ware verification. The most successful techniques for dealing with this problem

are based on thepartial order reduction[33], which let to reduce the state space

by selecting only a subset of the way one can interleave independently executed

transition (two transitions are calledindependentof each other when executing

them in either order results in the same global state).

Although symbolic representation and the partial order reduction have greatly

increased the size of the systems that can be verified, many realistic systems are

still too large to be handled: so some other approaches was developed.

The first technique exploits themodular structureof complex circuits and pro-

tocols: if it is possible to show that the system satisfies each local property (i.e. a

property involving only a small part of the whole system), and if the conjunction

of the local properties implies the overall specification, then the complete system

must satisfy the specification as well (see, for example, [34]).

The second technique involves the use ofabstraction, usually applied by giv-

ing a mapping between the actual data values in the system anda small set of

abstract data values; by extending the mapping to states andtransitions , it is pos-

sible to produce an abstract version of the system under consideration, often much

smaller then the original system, and usually much simpler to verify (see, for ex-

ample, [20]).

Symmetrycan also be used to reduce the state explosion problem (see, for

example, [68]): having symmetry in a system implies the existence of nontrivial

permutation group that preserves the state transition graph, and that can be ex-

ploited to define an equivalence relation on the state space of the system and to

reduce the state space.
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Inductioninvolves the use of parameterization to reason about families of sys-

tems and it is called in this way, because an inductive argument is used to verify

that an invariant process (a representative of a family of systems) is an appropriate

representative (see, for example, [19]).

2.1.3 The model checking process

The model checking problemis easy to describe. Given a Kripke sructureM =

(S,L,R), that represents a finite state concurrent system (whereS is the set of

states,R the transition relation between the states andL is a function labeling the

set of states with assertions that hold in such states) and a temporal logic formula

f expressing some desired specification, find the set of all states inS that satisfy

f :

{s∈ S | M,s |= f}.

Normally, some states of the concurrent system are designated as initial states.

The system satisfies the specification provided that all of the initial states are in

the set. Applying model checking consists of several tasks,in the following syn-

thesized.

• Modeling: it is performed by converting a design into a formalism accepted

by a model checking tool. In some cases this is simply a compilation task;

in other cases , due to memory and time limitations, it may require the use

of abstractions to eliminate irrelevant details.

• Specification: useful to express the properties the system has to satisfy,it is

usually given in some logical formalism, and it is common to use temporal

logic, which can assert how the system evolves over time. An important

issue in specification iscompleteness: model checking provides means for

evaluating if a given model of the design satisfies a given specification, but

it is impossible to determinate whether the given specification covers all the

properties that the system should satisfy.
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• Verification : ideally, the verification is completely automatic. However, in

practice it often involves human assistance, for example for the analysis of

the verification results. In case of negative result, the user is usually pro-

vided with an error trace, that can be used as a counterexample for the

checked property and can help the designer in tracking down where the

error occurred. In this case, analyzing the error trace may require a modifi-

cation to the system and the reapplication of the model checking algorithm.

An error trace can also result from incorrect modeling of thesystem or from

an incorrect specification (often called afalse negative). The error trace can

also be useful for identifying and fixing these two problems.A final possi-

bility is that the verification task will fail to terminate normally, due to the

size of the model, which is too large to fit into the computer memory. In this

case it may be necessary to redo the verification after changing some of the

parameters of the model checker or by adjusting the model (e.g. by using

additional abstractions).

2.2 Model checkingTCTL formulae

The TCTL logic was defined to specify the real-time requirements thata user-

specified system model by mean of the TA formalism must exhibit. In this sec-

tion we provide an informal introduction to TA (Section 2.2.1), and to the model

checking problem of TCTL formulae (Section 2.2.2).

2.2.1 TheTA formalism

TA [4] are automata extended with clocks, which are real-valued variables, which

increase at the same rate as real time. LetX be a set ofclocks, andΦ(X) be the

set of theclock constraintsoverX, which are defined by the following grammar:

ϕ := x≤ c|x≥ c|x< c|x> c|ϕ1∧ϕ2, wherex∈ X, c∈Q≥0. A timed automaton A

is a tuple〈L,L0,Σ,X, I ,E〉 where:L is a finite set oflocations; L0 ⊆ L is a set of the

initial locations; I is a (total) functionL 7→ Φ(X) that associates to each location
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an invariant condition(i.e. a clock constraint);E ⊆ L×Σ×Φ(X)×2X ×2X2
×L

represents the set of theswitches. The switch(s,σ,ϕ,λ,ρ,s′) ∈ E represents a

switch froms to s′ on the eventσ; ϕ is the clock constraint (or guard) associated to

this switch,λ⊆X gives the set of clocks that are reset when the switch is executed,

andρ ⊆ X2 is a clock renaming function. In [4] the semantics of TA is described

by means of a TTS, and the problems and the possible solutionsregarding the

infinite number of states and symbols of such a TTS are also illustrated. This

leads to the use of abstraction methods, for example theregion graphand the

zone graph. The semantics of TA is standard (in particular, see [10, 48]for the

semantics of the variant of TA with clock renaming), then we omit it here.

An example ofTA

As an example of TA consider the simple system, as shown in Figures 2.1,

depicting a trivial communication sub-system. The considered TA has two loca-

tions, one of them is labeledsending, to indicate a message is going to be sent

by the sub-system, and it is the initial location, the other is labeledreceiving, for

describing it is waiting for an acknowledgment to the previous message. It is also

defined a clock namedx. Thesendinglocation has got the invariant 0≤ x ≤ 10,

suggesting that it is not possible to stay in that state for more than 10 time units.

There is an arc fromsendingto receiving, namedsendand provided with the clock

constraint 8≤ x≤ 10, that establishes the action may be performed not before 8

and not after 10 time units. In addition, the clockx is reset, because it will be used

to count the time elapsing in the arrival location. Thereceivinglocation has got

the invariant 0≤ x≤ 15, suggesting that it is not possible to stay in that state for

more than 15 time units. There is an arc fromreceivingto sending, namedreceive

and provided with the clock constraint 12≤ x ≤ 15, that establishes the action

may be performed not before 12 and not after 15 time units. In addition, the clock

x is reset, for the just before cited motivation.
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sending receiving

send

receive
0≤ x≤ 10 0≤ x≤ 15

8≤x≤10
x

12≤x≤15
x

Figure 2.1: An example of TA, modeling a simple communicating subsystem

2.2.2 TheTCTL logic

The TCTL syntax

Let A be a TA,AP the set of atomic propositions, andD the non-empty set of

clocks, disjoined by the clocks inA, i.e.,C∩D = ∅. z∈ D is often calledformula

clock. Fora ∈ AP, z∈ D, andα ∈ Ψ(C∪D), the syntax of TCTL [2] is defined as

follows:

ψ ::= a | α | ¬ψ | ψ ∨ ψ | zinψ | E[ψUψ] | A[ψUψ].

The boolean operators,true, f alse, ∧, ⇒ e ⇔ may be easily derived, as the

operatorsEF (eventually in the future),EG (eventually globally),AF (always in

the future) eAG (always globally). Thez in zinψ is namedfreeze identifier, and it

limits the formula clock scope inψ; informally speaking,zinψ holds in the states

if ψ holds ins, whenzstarts inswith the value 0; it is usually used toghether with

theU (Until) operator, for specifying temporal requirements.

For example, a property like ‘starting from the current state, and considering

all possible computations (paths), the propertyφ holds continuously until, within

7 time units,ψ will hold’, may be expressed in this way:

zinA [(φ∧z≤ 7)Uψ].

The TCTL semantics

The semantics of TCTL is defined by a satisfaction relation (written as|=),

which relates the transition systemM, a states (i.e., alocation l plus a clock eval-

uationv, on the automata clocks), a clock evaluationw, on the clocks occurring in
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ψ, and a formulaψ. It may be written(M,(s,w),ψ) ∈|= , or M,(s,w) |= ψ, if and

only if ψ holds in the statesof theM, being considered a formula clock evaluation

w. The states= (l ,v) satisfiesψ, if the ‘extended’ state(s,w) satisfiesψ, wherew

is a clock evaluation, so thatw(z) = 0 for all formula clockz. The formal seman-

tics of TCTL can be found in [2]. Here we give an informal description. A states

satisfies the atomic propositiona if s is labelled witha, the operators∧ and¬ have

the usual interpretation. The clock constraintα holds in(s,w), if the clock value

in v, the evaluation ins andw satisfyα. The formulazinψ holds in(s,w), if ψ
holds in(s,w′), wherew′ is obtained byw resettingz. The formulaE[φUψ] holds

in (s,w), if exists a pathσ time-diverging, which starts from s, and that satisfiesψ
in some point in the future, satisfyingψ∧φ in all previous positions. The formula

A[φUψ] holds in(s,w), if all the pathsσ time-diverging start froms, satisfyψ in

some point, and satisfyψ∨φ in all previous positions.

The TCTL model checking problem

Model checkinga TA against a TCTL formulaΦ consists of computing the set

of statesSat(Φ) such thats∈Sat(Φ) if and only if Φ is true ins. The setSat(Φ) is

constructed by computing recursively the sets of states satisfying the sub-formulae

of Φ.

An examples of property specification usingTCTL

We take the example in Figures 2.1. We could ask the followingclass of prop-

erties on it:

1. Reactivity: specifies a maximal delay between an event occurrence and a

reaction. For example: ‘every transmission of a message is followed by an

acknowledgment within 5 time units’. Formally,

AG[receiving⇒ AF<5sending]

2. Punctuality: specifies an exact delay between two events. For example: ‘it

exists a computation so that the delay between waiting for anacknowledg-

ment and sending of a message is exactly 11 time units’. Formally,

EG[receiving⇒ AF=11sending]
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3. Periodicity: specifies periodical occurences. For example: ‘The systemis

waiting for an acknowledgment every 25 time units’. Formally,

AG[AF<25receiving]

4. Minimal delay: specifies a maximal delay between two events. For example:

“After a message is sent, the system is sending again a message not before

15 time units”. Formally,

AG[sending⇒¬sendingU≥15sending]

5. Interval delay: specifies that, since an event occurs, the subsequent event

has to occur in a specific timing interval. For example: ‘After a message is

sent, the system is sending again a message between 15 and 30 time units’.

Formally,

AG[sending⇒¬sendingU≥15sending∧¬sendingU≤30sending]

2.3 Model checkingCSL formulae

The CSL logic was defined to specify properties that are typical in those systems

characterized by a stochastic evolution of the dynamics; infact it is interpreted

over models specified by mean of CTMC. In this section we provide a brief recall

of the CTMC formalism (Section 2.3.1), and to the model checking problem of

CSL formulae (Section 2.3.2).

2.3.1 TheCTMC formalism

Consider a CTMC as an ordinary finite transition system (Kripke structure) where

the edges are equipped with probabilistic timing information. LetAP be a fixed,

finite set of atomic propositions. A (labeled) CTMC M is a tupleM = (S,R,L)

with Sas a finite set of states,R : S×S→ R≥0 as the rate matrix, andL : S→ 2AP
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as thelabeling function. Intuitively, functionL assigns to each states∈ S the set

L(s) of atomic propositionsa ∈ AP that are valid ins. In the traditional inter-

pretation, at the end of a sojourn in states, the system will move to a different

state. Instead, we consider the definition in according to [6], in which self-loops

at states are possible and are modeled by havingR(s,s) > 0. We thus allow the

system to occupy the same state before and after taking a transition. The inclu-

sion of self-loops neither alters the transient nor the steady-state behavior of the

CTMC, but allows the usual interpretation of linear-time temporal operators like

next stepanduntil, and it will be exploited when we address the semantics of the

logic CSL in 2.3.2. A states is calledabsorbingif and only if R(s,s′) = 0 for

all statess′. Intuitively, R(s,s′) > 0 if and only if there is a transition froms to

s′. Furthermore, 1−e−R(s,s′)·t is the probability that the transitions→ s′ can be

triggered withint time units. Thus, the delay of transitions→ s′ is governed by

the exponential distribution with rateR(s,s′). If R(s,s′) > 0 for more than one

states′, a competition between the transitions originating insexists, known as the

race condition. The probability to move from a non-absorbing states to a partic-

ular states′ within t time units, i.e., the transitions→ s′ wins the race, is given

by: P(s,s′, t) = R(s,s′)
E(s) ·(1−e−E(s)·t)), whereE(s) = ∑s′∈SR(s,s′) denotes thetotal

rate at which any transition outgoing from states is taken. More precisely,E(s)

specifies that the probability of taking a transition outgoing from states within t

time units is 1−e−E(s)·t , due to the fact that the minimum of two exponentially

distributed random variables is an exponentially distributed random variable with

as rate the sum of their rates. Consequently, the probabilityof moving from a non-

absorbing states to s′ by a single transition, denotedP(s,s′), is determined by the

probability that the delay of going froms to s′ finishes before the delays of other

outgoing edges froms; formally, P(s,s′) = R(s,s′)/E(s). For an absorbing state

s, the total rateE(s) is 0. In that case, we haveP(s,s′) = 0 for any states′. The

matrix P is usually known as thetransition matrixof the embedded discrete-time

Markov chain ofM (except that usuallyP(s,s) = 1 for absorbings). An initial

distribution onM, is a functionα : S→ [0,1], such that∑s∈Sα(s) = 1.

For a CTMC, two major types of state probabilities are distinguished:steady-
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stateprobabilities where the system is considered “on the long run”, i.e., when an

equilibrium has been reached, andtransient-stateprobabilities where the system

is considered at a given time instantt.

An example of aCTMC model

We take the example illustrated in [6]. Consider thetriple modular redun-

dant system, consisting of three processors and a single (majority) voter. We

model this system as a CTMC where statesi, j models thati (0 ≤ i ≤ 3) proces-

sors andj (0 ≤ j ≤ 1) voters are operational. As atomic propositions, we use

AP = {upi|0≤ i < 4} ∪ {down}. The processors generate results and the voter

decides upon the correct value by taking a majority vote. Initially, all components

are functioning correctly, i.e.,α = α1
s3,1

. The failure rate of a single processor is

λ and of the voterν failures per hour. The expected repair time of a processor is

1/µ and of the voter 1/δ hours. It is assumed that one component can be repaired

at a time. The system is operational if at least two processors and the voter are

functioning correctly. If the voter fails, the entire system is assumed to have failed

and, after a repair (with rateδ), the system is assumed to start as good as new. The

details of the CTMC modeling this system are shown in Figures 2.2 (with a clock-

wise ordering of states for the matrix/vector-representation, starting withs3,1).

States are represented by circles and there is an edge between statesand states′ if

and only ifR(s,s′) > 0. The labeling is defined byL(si,1) = {upi}, for 0≤ i < 4,

by L(s0,0) = {down}, and it is indicated, in the depicted example, near the states.

For the transition probabilities, we have, e.g.,P(s2,1,s3,1) = µ/(2λ + µ+ ν) and

P(s0,1,s0,0) = ν/(µ+ν).

2.3.2 TheCSL logic

The CSL syntax

Let AP be a set of atomic propositions, and letR≥0 be the set of non-negative

real numbers. The syntax of CSL [5, 6] is defined as follows:

Φ ::= a | Φ∧Φ | ¬Φ | P⊲⊳λ(X
I Φ) | P⊲⊳λ(ΦU I Φ) | S⊲⊳λ(Φ)
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up3
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s3,1 s2,1
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Figure 2.2: An example of CTMC, modeling a triple modular redundant system,

taken from [6]

wherea∈AP is an atomic proposition,I ⊆R≥0 is a nonempty interval, interpreted

as a time interval,⊲⊳∈ {<,≤,≥,>} is a comparison operator, andλ ∈ [0,1] is

interpreted as a probability.

The CSL semantics

Formulae of CSL are evaluated over continuous-time Markov chains (CTMC s),

each state of which is labeled with the subset of atomic propositionsAP that hold

true in that state.

The logic CSL can be divided intostate formulae, which are true or false

in a state, andpath formulae, which are interpreted as being true or false for a

path of the system (where a path is a sequence of transitions which represents a

computation of the CTMC). The interpretation of the state formulae is as follows:

a states satisfies the atomic propositiona if s is labelled witha, the operators∧

and¬ have the usual interpretation, whileS⊲⊳λ(Φ) is true ins if, assumings as

initial state, the sum of the steady state probabilities of the states that satisfyΦ
is ⊲⊳ λ. For a path formulaϕ ∈ {XI Φ,Φ1U I Φ2}, the state formulaP⊲⊳λ(ϕ) is true

in s if the probability of the paths leavings which satisfyϕ is ⊲⊳ λ. We say that
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P⊲⊳λ(ϕ) is aprobabilistic formula, whereasS⊲⊳λ(Φ) is asteady-state formula.

The interpretation of the path formulaeXI Φ andΦ1U I Φ2 is as follows. The

Next formulaXI Φ is true for a path if the state reached after the first transition

along the path satisfiesΦ, and the duration of this transition lies in the intervalI .

The Until formulaΦ1U I Φ2 is true along a path ifΦ2 is true at some state along the

path, possibly also the initial state of the path under consideration, the time elapsed

before reaching this state lies inI , andΦ1 is true along the path until that state.

The formal semantics of CSL can be found in [6]. The usual abbreviations for

propositional and temporal logic will be used throughout the paper; for example,

♦I Φ ≡ trueU I Φ, P≥λ(¤
I Φ) ≡ P<1−λ(♦

I¬Φ).

The CSL model checking problem

Model checkinga CTMC against a CSL formulaΦ consists of computing the

set of statesSat(Φ) such thats∈ Sat(Φ) if and only if Φ is true ins. The set

Sat(Φ) is constructed by computing recursively the sets of statessatisfying the

sub-formulae ofΦ. When probability bounds are present in the CSL formula (P⊲⊳λ

or S⊲⊳λ), the model-checking algorithm requires the computation of transient or

steady-state probabilities of the original CTMC as well as, depending on the for-

mula, a number of additional CTMC s built through manipulation of the original

one: see [6] for more details.

An example of property specification usingCSL

As an example of a CSL property specification of a CTMC model, we take

again the example illustrated in [6]. Consider thetriple redundant system, as in

Figure 2.2, provided with a set of atomic propositions as defined by its own label-

ing function. We could check the following requirements, considering states3,1 as

initial state:

• Steady-state availability, e.g.:

S≥0.99(up2∨up3)
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is valid ins3,1, if in the long run, for at least 99 percent of time, at least two

processors are operational (starting ins3,1).

• Instantaneous availability at time t, e.g.:

P≥0.99(⋄
t,t(up2∨up3))

is valid in s3,1, if the probability to have at least two processors running at

time t exceeds 0.99 (starting ins3,1).

• Conditional interval availability, e.g.:

P≤0.01((up2∨up3)U
[0,10]down)

is valid in s3,1, if the probability of the system beingdownwithin 10 time

units, after having continuously operated with at least twoprocessors is at

most 0.01 (starting in states3,1).

• Steady-state interval availability, e.g.:

S≥0.9(P≥0.8¤
[0,10]¬down)

is valid in those states guaranteeing that, in equilibrium with probability at

least 0.9, the probability that the system will not go down within 10 time

units is at least 0.8 (starting in states3,1).

• Conditional time-bounded steady-state availability, e.g.:

P≥0.5((¬down)U [10,20]S≥0.8(up2∨up3))

is valid in those states guaranteeing that, with probability at least 0.5, will

reach a statesbetween 10 and 20 time units, which assures the system to be

operational with at least two processors when the system is in equilibrium

(starting in states3,1).
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Model Checking Petri Nets



Chapter 3

TCTL model checking ofTPN

models

3.1 Introduction

Time Petri Nets (TPN) [51] and Timed Automata (TA) [4] are widely used for-

malisms to model and analyze timed systems. TPN and TA are dense-time for-

malisms, which implies that their underlying state-space is infinite, and therefore

verification techniques which enumerate exhaustively the state-space cannot be

applied. In general, this difficulty is addressed by applying symbolic methods or

by partitioning the infinite state-space. With regard to TA,the well-known re-

gion graph [4] or zone-based graph [3] techniques are two such methods, the

latter of which forms the basis of the techniques implemented in tools such as

UPPAAL [26] and KRONOS [70]. With regard to TPN, in [8, 50] an approach

based on the so-called state class graph (SCG) construction, is presented. In the

SCG the nodes are sets of states, represented by a pair (marking, firing domain),

where the firing domain represents the set of times at which a transition can be

fired. The SCG construction allows the verification of untimed reachability and

LTL properties [8, 50], while variants of this method allow the verification of CTL,

and a subset of TCTL [2] properties [9, 72].
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A different approach to allow TCTL model checking of TPN is to produce

from a TPN a timed bisimilar TA which maintains TCTL properties, and verify-

ing it using some well-known tools for model checking (for example, the above

cited UPPAAL and KRONOS). In literature there are two different techniques

derived from it: the first is based on the Petri net (PN) structure [12], and is gen-

erally characterized by a potentially high number of clocksin the produced TA;

the second is based on exploration of the timed state space, for example in [48],

in which a method based on an extended version of the SCG is used to compute

the so-called state class timed automaton (SCTA), and in [31], where zone-based

timed reachability analysis (see [3]) allows the construction of the so-called mark-

ing timed automaton, that in the following will be named zone-based marking

timed automaton (ZBMTA). The ZBMTA always has a less or equal number of

locations and edges than the SCTA, while the latter is optimal in the number of

clocks with respect to the former. Finally, it should be noticed that, in [31, 48], the

reachability techniques for the generation of a TA is generally employed again

subsequently to analyze the produced TA; this fact could increase the verification

time of the TPN under investigation.

In this chapter we present a different technique (presentedin [24]) for the

translation of a TPN into a (strong) timed bisimilar TA, by using the reachability

graph of the underlyinguntimedPetri Net to build what we have called themark-

ing class timed automaton(MCTA). We will show that the SCTA, obtained by

applying [48], and the MCTA, obtained by applying our approach, are incompa-

rable in the number of locations and edges, while the MCTA produces a greater

or equal number of locations and edges with respect to theZBMTA approach,

obtained by applying [31]); finally, the number of clocks maybe equal to those of

the SCTA, and less or equal to those of theZBMTA. From these considerations it

may be deduced that our approach represents a competitive choice for a number

of classes of systems, especially when a trade-off is neededbetween the number

of the produced locations and clocks; we will present experimental evidences to

show this. The main disadvantage of our method is the requirement of bounded-

ness of the underlying untimed PN, while [31, 48] are less restrictive, needing
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only TPN boundedness. In order to address this problem, we give some sugges-

tions to partially bound specific PN subnets of the TPN under investigation. In

addition, because our method may explore some paths in the untimed Petri net

which are unreachable in the TPN, resulting in a greater number of locations than

necessary, we consider an adjustment to the MCTA construction algorithm which,

for some TPN, can alleviate this problem.

This chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2 explains our approach to ver-

ify TPN by translation to TA using the reachability graph of the untimed Petri

net. Our method is also compared with the above cited SCTA andZBMTA ap-

proaches. Section 3.3 presents some optimization techniques: a simple method to

partially resolve the above cited unreachable path problem, a variant for minimiz-

ing the location cardinality of the produced TA, and some ideas to address the

boundedness requirements of our approach. Section 3.4 describes how we have

interfaced the new tool, GREATSPN2TA with the KRONOS model checker, in

order to perform verification, and reports some testing results, obtained on a set

of case studies, also comparing them against the results of the tool ROMEO [65],

which implements the SCTA andZBMTA approaches. Section 4.5 concludes the

chapter.

3.2 From TPN to TA

Inspired by [31, 48], here we will show our approach (presented in [24]) for

translating a TPN model into a TA, that we term marking class timed automa-

ton (MCTA), in order to subsequently perform analysis on theTA. Section 3.2.1

is devoted to this technique, also providing a proof that thetimed transition sys-

tem (TTS) of the TPN and of the TA are timed bisimilar, while inSection 3.2.2

our approach will be compared with the similar ones, based onthe SCTA and the

ZBMTA, as illustrated in [48] and [31] respectively.
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3.2.1 MCTA of a TPN

In this section we present the MCTA construction, where the constructed TA has

an equivalent (timed bisimilar) behavior to that of a TPN. Wewill consider the

TPN T = 〈P,T,W−,W+,M0,(α,β)〉. We will “untime” the TPNT in order to

obtain a Place/Transition PNP = 〈P,T,W−,W+,M0〉. We denote byRun(M0) ⊆

NP the reachability set ofP (the set of markings thatP can reach from its initial

markingM0). When bounded (i.e.(∃k∈N)(∀p∈P)(∀M ∈Run(M0))(M(p)≤ k)),

the behavior of this PN can be represented by thereachability graph, which is an

untimed finite-state transition systemST = 〈Q,q0,T,→〉 whereQ = Run(M0),

q0 = M0, and the transition relation→ is defined by, for allM,M′ ∈ Run(M0), for

all t ∈ T :

M
t
→ M′ ⇔







M ≥W−(t) and

M′ = M +W+(t)−W−(t) .

From this reachability graph, we will build a TA which will have the same behav-

ior as the TPN up to timed bisimulation.

The MCG construction.

We now present the algorithm which builds themarking class graph(MCG) Γ(T )

of the TPNT , which is a transition systemΓ(T ) = 〈MC,Mc0,T,→mc〉. The states

MC of Γ(T ) are calledmarking classes. Each marking class is a triple of the form

〈M,χ, trans〉, comprising a markingM of T , a setχ of clocks, and a function

trans: χ → 2T associating a set of transitions to each clock inχ. The initial mark-

ing classMc0 = 〈M0,{x0}, trans0〉 is such thatM0 is the initial marking ofT , the

set of clocksχ0 of Mc0 is composed of a single clockx0, andtrans0 is defined by

trans0(x0) = {t ∈ T | t is enabled forM0}. To build the graph, we also need the

notion of clock similarity (adapted from [48]), in order to group certain marking

classes together.

Definition Two marking classesC = 〈M,χ, trans〉 andC′ = 〈M′,χ′, trans′〉 are

clock-similar, denotedC ≈ C′, if and only if they have the same markings, the
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same number of clocks and their clocks are mapped to the same elements, written

formally as:

C≈C′ ⇔



















M = M′ and

|χ| = |χ′| and

∀x∈ χ,∃x′ ∈ χ′, trans(x) = trans(x′) .

To build the MCG we use a breadth-first graph generation algorithm, shown in

Algorithm 1. It begins by computing the children of the initial marking class,

then it proceeds by computing progressively the children ofeach computed mark-

ing class. The algorithm terminates when it cannot compute new marking classes

anymore. In line 1.3, the first marking class of the queueNewis taken (i.e.C :=

〈MC,χC, transC〉), and the computation of the marking classC′ = 〈MC′,χC′, transC′〉,

a child ofC, is performed from line 1.4 to line 1.20. Line 1.5 regards theMC′ por-

tion, whileχC′ andtransC′ are computed from line 1.6 to line 1.14. Lines 1.15 to

1.19 are devoted to check if the newly computed childC′ was already reached in

a previous iteration, modulo a renaming application. We remark that the construc-

tion of this graph can be done by following the different paths in the reachability

graph of the underlying PN adding a clock setχ′ and a relationtrans′, and possi-

bly “unlooping” some loops of the reachability graph when a marking is reached

many times with associated marking classes which are not clock-similar.

The MCTA Construction.

From the MCG defined previously, it is possible to build a TAA(T ) which

has the same behavior as the TPNT , as we will show in the next section. Let

T = 〈P,T,W−,W+,M0,(α,β)〉 be a TPN andΓ(T ) = 〈MC,Mc0,T,→mc〉 its as-

sociated marking class graph. Themarking class timed automaton(MCTA) A(T )

associated toT is the TA〈L,L0,Σ,X, I ,E〉 defined by:

• L = MC is the set of the marking classes ;

• L0 = {Mc0}, whereMc0 is the initial marking class (Mc0 = 〈M0,{x0}, trans0〉);
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input : The initial marking classMc0 of a TPNT

output: The MCG ofT

MCG := /0; New:= Mc0;1.1

while New is NOT emptydo1.2

C := remove(New);1.3

for all transitions t enabled for MC do1.4

MC′ := MC +W+(t)−W−(t);1.5

For each clockx∈ χC, remove fromtransC(x) all the transitions1.6

tk such thattk is enabled inMC and is not inMC−W−(t), to

obtain a relationtrans′;

The clocks whose image bytrans′ is empty are removed from1.7

χC, to obtain a set of clocksχ′;

for all transitions tk which verify↑enabled(tk,MC, t) = Truedo1.8

if a clock x has already been created for the computation of1.9

C′ then

tk is added totrans′(x);1.10

else1.11

a new clockxn is created;n is the smallest available1.12

index among the clocks ofχ′ andtrans′(xn) = tk;

end1.13

end1.14

if there is a marking class C′′ in MCG such that C′ ≈C′′ then1.15

MCG := MCG∪{C
t
→mcC′′};1.16

else1.17

MCG := MCG∪{C
t
→mcC′} andadd(New,C′);1.18

end1.19

end1.20

end1.21

Algorithm 1 : MCG construction
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• X =
⋃

〈M,χ,trans〉∈MC χ;

• Σ = T;

• E is the set of switches defined by:

∀Ci = 〈Mi,χi, transi〉 ∈ MC,∀Cj = 〈M j ,χ j , transj〉 ∈ MC

∃Ci
ti→mcCj ⇔∃(l i ,a,φ,λ,ρ, l j) ∈ E such that



















l i = Ci, l j = Cj ,a = ti,

φ = (trans−1
i (ti ,) ≥ α(ti)),λ = {trans−1

j (tk)| ↑ enabled(tk,Mi, ti) = True},

∀x∈ χi ,∀x′ ∈ χ j , such thattransj(x′) ⊆ transi(x),x′ 6∈ λ,ρ(x′) = x

• ∀Ci = 〈Mi,χi, transi〉 ∈ MC, I(Ci) =
∧

x∈χi ,t∈transi(x)(x≤ β(t)).

Remark In order to build the MCTA of a TPN, the number of marking classes

has to be bounded, otherwise the construction of the MCG willnot terminate.

Note that a TPN has a bounded number of marking classes if and only if the

underlying PN (i.e. the PN obtained by untiming the TPN) is bounded. We recall

that in contrast to the case of the boundedness of TPN [8], theboundedness of

a PN is decidable. In Section 3.3.3 we will introduce an empirical approach that

allows, by an iterative technique, to build the MCTA for those TPN that have an

unbounded RG but a bounded set of reachable markings when time is taken into

consideration.

Bisimulation.

In this section, we define a binary relation between the states of the TPNT and

the states of its associated MCTA, and we will prove that thisrelation is a timed

bisimulation. Our results are analogous to those of in the context of the SCTA

[48] and theZBMTA [31].

First, we recall the definition of timed bisimulation. LetS1 = 〈Q1,Q0
1,Σ1,→1

〉 and S2 = 〈Q2,Q0
2,Σ2,→2〉 be two TTS. Let≈⊆ Q1 ×Q2 be an equivalence

relation onQ1 andQ2. The equivalence relation≈ is a timed bisimulationif and

only if, for all a∈ Σ∪R≥0:
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• if s1 ≈ s2 ands1
a
→ s′1 then there existss2

a
→ s′2 such thats′1 ≈ s′2;

• if s1 ≈ s2 ands2
a
→ s′2 then there existss1

a
→ s′1 such thats′1 ≈ s′2.

Let T = 〈P,T,W−,W+,M0,(α,β)〉 be a TPN andA(T ) its associated MCTA.

We considerQT the set of reachable states ofT andQA the set of states ofA(T ).

We define the relation≃mc⊆QT ×QA by the following rule. For alls= (M,νT )∈

QT , for all r = (Mc,vA) ∈ QA (with Mc = 〈Mr ,χr , transr〉):

s≃mc r ⇔



















M = Mr and

∀t ∈ T such thatt is enabled inM,

νT (t) = vA(x) with x∈ χr such thatt ∈ transr(x)

Given the definition of the relation≃mc, we have the following result.

Theorem 3.2.1 The binary relation≃mc⊂ QT ×QA is a timed bisimulation.

The proof of Theorem 3.2.1 relies on the following two lemmas.

Lemma 3.2.2 For all (s, r) ∈ QT ×QA, if s≃mc a then:

1. for all δ ∈ R≥0, if s
δ
→ s′, then there exists r

δ
→ r ′ such that s′ ≃mc r ′;

2. for all t ∈ T, if s
t
→ s′, then there exists r

t
→ r ′ such that s′ ≃mc r ′.

Proof.Lets=(M,νT ) be a state inQT andr =(Mc,vA) with Mc= 〈Mr ,χr , transr〉

be a state inQA such thats≃mc r.

We first consider part 1. Letδ ∈ R≥0 and suppose that there existss′ ∈ QT
such thats

δ
→ s′. Thens′ = (M,ν′

T
) with ν′

T
= νT + δ. For all t ∈ T, such that

t is enabled fromM, we haveνT (t)+ δ ≤ β(t) (by the definition of continuous

transitions). Sinces≃mc r, we can deduce that for allt ∈ T such thatt is enabled

from M, and for the uniquex ∈ χr such thatt ∈ transr(x), we havevA(x)+ δ ≤

β(t). For all x∈ χr , for all t ∈ T, if t ∈ transr(x) thent is enabled fromMr = M

(by construction of the relationtrans). Then we have
∧

x∈χr ,t∈transr (x)(vA(x)+δ ≤
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β(t)), which means thatvA + δ satisfiesI(Mc) =
∧

x∈χr ,t∈transr(x)(x ≤ β(t)). We

deduce that there existr ′ ∈QA such thatr
δ
→ r ′ with r ′ = (Mc,v′A) andv′A = vA+δ.

The markings which appear inr ′ ands′ are equal because the marking class of

r ′ is the same as the one ofr, the marking ofs′ is the same marking as the one from

sand the marking ofsand the marking of the marking class ofr are equal (due to

the fact thats≃mc r). We considert ∈ T such thatt is enabled fromM, and denote

x the clock inχr such thatt ∈ transr(x); thenνT (t) = vA(x), and consequently

νT (t)+δ = vA(x)+δ. Sinceν′
T

= νT +δ andv′A = vA+δ, and since the marking

classes inr and inr ′ are the same, we can deduce that for allt ∈ T such thatt is

enabled fromM, for x∈ χr such thatt ∈ transr(x), we haveν′
T

(t) = v′A(x); hence

s′ ≃mc r ′. Hence, we have shown part 1.

We now consider part 2. For anyt ∈T, suppose that there existss′ =(M′,ν′
T

)∈

QT such thats
t
→ s′. We can deduce thatt is enabled fromM; consequently

there exists an edge of the formMc
t
→mc Mc′ in the MCG associated to the

TPN and hence there exists a switche = (Mc, t,φ,λ,ρ,Mc′) in the associated

MCTA. Furthermore, since we haves
t
→ s′ for the TPN we can deduce that

νT (t)≥ α(t). We consider the uniquex∈ χr such thatt ∈ trans(x). Sinces≃mc r,

we havevA(x) ≥ α(t), and since the guardφ on the switche is by construc-

tion x ≥ α(t), we conclude thatvA satisfiesφ. We can conclude that there exists

r ′ = (Mc′,v′A) ∈ QA such thatr
t
→ r ′ andMc′ = 〈M′

r ,χ′
r , trans′r〉 with, by construc-

tion of Mc′, M′
r = Mr +W+(t)−W−(t) = M +W+(t)−W−(t) = M′.

Now we want to prove that∀t ′ ∈ T such thatt ′ is enabled fromM′, for the

uniquex′ ∈ χ′
r such thatt ∈ trans′r(x

′), we havev′A(x′) = v′
T

(t ′). We consider a

transitiont ′ ∈ T such thatt ′ is enabled fromM′. Two cases are possible :

1. ↑enabled(t ′,M, t) = False. This means thatt ′ is enabled fromM, and we

deduce that for the uniquex∈ χr such thatt ∈ transr(x), we haveνT (t) =

vA(x). By definition ofs
t
→ s′, we haveνT (t ′) = ν′

T
(t ′). We denotex′ the

clock of χ′
r such thatt ′ ∈ trans′r(x

′). By construction of the MCTA, sincet ′

is not newly enabled, we deduce thattrans′r(x
′) ⊆ transr(x). In fact, during

the construction of the MCG, when a settrans(x) that contains enabled
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transitions which are not newly enabled, is built, no transition t is added to

this set; only removal of transitions is performed, and heret ′ is not removed

because the associated transition is not disabled by the firing oft. We deduce

that the renaming functionρ of the switch is such thatρ(x′) = ρ(x). Hence

we have, by construction ofr
t
→ r ′, v′A(x′) = vA(ρ(x′)) = vA(x). Recalling

thatvA(x) = νT (t), we havev′A(x′) = ν′
T

(t ′).

2. ↑enabled(t ′,M, t) = True. We have by definition ofs
t
→ s′, ν′

T
(t ′) = 0. By

construction of the MCG, a new clockx′ has been created forMc′ such that

t ′ ∈ trans′r(x
′) and such thatx′ ∈ λ. Hence we havev′A(x′) = ν′

T
(t ′) = 0.

We conclude thats′ ≃mc r ′.

Lemma 3.2.3 For all (s, r) ∈ QT ×QA, if s≃mc r then:

1. for all δ ∈ R≥0, if r
δ
→ r ′, then there exists s

δ
→ s′ such that s′ ≃mc r ′;

2. for all t ∈ T, if r
t
→ r ′, then there exists s

t
→ s′ such that s′ ≃mc r ′.

The proof of this lemma proceeds in the converse manner to that of Lemma 3.2.2.

Lemma 3.2.2 and Lemma 3.2.3 can be combined to obtain Theorem3.2.1.

If we consider a TPNT = 〈P,T,W−,W+,M0,(α,β)〉 and its associated MCTA

A(T ), because we have by construction(M0,0) ≃mc (Mc0,0), we conclude that a

markingm is reachable fromM0 in T if and only if there exists a state ofA(T )

whose associated marking isM. The timed bisimulation property also allows us

to obtain the set of states ofT which satisfy a TCTL property: the TCTL property

can be verified onA(T ), and the resulting set of states ofT satisfying the property

can then be obtained using≃mc.

An example.

Now we show an application of our procedure to the TPN of Figure 3.1. The

corresponding MCTA is given in Figure 3.2. The structure (locations and arcs) of
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the MCTA is directly derived by the MCG, which furnishes alsothe following

information:

• for every location, information regarding the corresponding marking of the

considered (PN underlying the) TPN, as well as information about which

clock is linked to the currently enabled transitions in the corresponding state

of the original model.

• for every arc, the transition which fires in the TPN.

The MCTA construction step labels the locations with the invariants, while guards,

clock resets and clock renaming functions are added to the arcs. Guards are written

above the line labeling each arc, whereas resets and clock renaming are indicated

below. Starting from the initial locationMC0, we have two newly enabled transi-

tions,t1 andt2, to which an unique clock, namedx, is assigned; the corresponding

invariants and guards, indicated on the corresponding outgoing arcs, are indicated

with respect to the timing intervals in the TPN under translation. When the outgo-

ing arc labeledt1 is taken from locationMC0 to locationMC1 (between time 4 and

5), the transition namedt2 is still enabled, so the clockx remains assigned tot2,

and must not be reset before enteringMC1. In locationMC1 the automaton cycles

forever, taking the arc labeledt2 every 1 time unit, and always resetting the clock

x before entering the same location, becauset2 is always newly enabled after each

firing. When the outgoing arc labeledt2 is taken from locationMC0 to location

MC2 (after 1 time unit), the transition namedt1 is still enabled, so the clockx re-

mains assigned to it (x is not reset before), while the just fired transitiont2 is newly

enabled, and so is assigned to a new clock,y, which must be reset before entering

in MC2. In locationMC2 the automaton can cycle every 1 time unit, resetting the

clocky on every cycle, becauset2 is always newly enabled after each firing. When

the outgoing arc labeledt1 is taken from locationMC2 to locationMC1(between 4

and 5 time units since it was enabled), the transition namedt2 is still enabled, but

in MC1 the transitiont2 is already assigned to a clock namedx; this implies that

the clocky must be renamed intox while taking the arc. Note that the guard on
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[4,5] [1,1]

t1 t2

p0p1

Figure 3.1: A TPN modelT

MC0 MC1

MC2

t2

t2

t1

t1

t2

x≤ 1∧x≤ 5 x≤ 1

y≤ 1∧x≤ 5

x≥1
y

y≥1
y

x≥4
/0

x≥4
x;ρ(y)=x

x≥1
x

MC M trans

MC0 p0 + p1 x← 〈t1, t2〉

MC1 p0 x← 〈t2〉

MC2 p0 + p1 x← 〈t1〉

y← 〈t2〉

Figure 3.2: The MCTA corresponding to TPNT in Figure 3.1

the arc betweenMC0 andMC1 is never true, due to the invariant associated with

MC0, but thatMC1 is reachable viaMC2.

3.2.2 Comparing theMCG, ESCG, and ZBMCG approaches

In this section we compare the ESCG, MCG, andZBMCG approaches, taking

into account the cardinality of locations and edges, as wellas the number of

needed clocks of the produced TA. We recall that, with respect to the MCG,

the ESCG nodes are enriched by the firing domain constraints [48], while in the

ZBMCG nodes the available information regards only the reached markings [31].

Remark The MCG and the ESCG approaches are incomparable with respect to

the cardinality of locations generated.

We provide two examples to substantiate this remark. Let|MCG|T and|ESCG|T
be the cardinality of locations of the MCG and ESCG respectively, of a TPNT
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and consider the TPNT of Figure 3.1.|MCG| = 3 can be derived from the TA

shown in Figure 3.2, while the ESCG construction forT leads to|ESCG| = 9.

The ESCG and correspondent TA are shown in Figure 3.3. The table of Figure 3.3

defines, for each extended class ESC, the net markingM, the association of tran-

sitions to clockstrans, and the firing domains of transitionsD. It is clear that, in

this net, the ESCG construction distinguishes more than theMCG one. This hap-

pens because, in the ESCG, to each reachable marking there may be a number of

associated firing domains. Figure 3.4, instead, gives us an example of a TPNT ,

for which |MCG|T ≥ |ESCG|T , as shown in Figures 3.5 and 3.6. In this case, the

MCG algorithm, being unable to identify unreachable paths,produces an higher

number of locations, some of which are unreachable in the MCTA. In fact, the

ESCG construction process, thanks to the firing domain computation, correctly

cuts off the untakeablet2 andt3 transitions, and so theMC2 andMC3 locations

are not reached, while this does not happen, as explained previously, during the

MCG step. Observe that, thanks to the timed bisimulation result of Theorem 3.2.1,

reachability on the timed automaton will reveal that two of the four locations of

the TA built from MCG are not reachable.

Remark The ZBMCG approach results in no more locations and edges than the

MCG and ESCG approaches.

The ZBMCG method generates only markings which are reachable in the TPN,

whereas our MCG approach generates markings which are reachable in the under-

lying untimed PN. For this reason alone, it is easy to show an example in which

the number of locations and edges produced by theZBMCG method is less than

or equal to the number of locations and edges produced by our MCG method.

Now note that each location produced by theZBMCG method corresponds to a

set of locations produced by the ESCG method: the marking corresponding to the

locations will be the same, but, in the case of the ESCG method, the locations

are enriched with firing domains. A similar argument can be used for the edges.

Taking again the TPN as in Figure 3.1, in Figure 3.7 we give theTA obtained by

applying theZBMCG technique.
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ESC0 ESC1 ESC2

ESC3ESC4

ESC5

ESC6

ESC7ESC8

t2 t2

t2

t1
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t2

t1

t2

t1 t2

t2

x≤ 1∧x≤ 5 y≤ 1∧x≤ 4 y≤ 1∧x≤ 3

y≤ 1∧x≤ 2y≤ 0

y≤ 1∧x≤ 1

y≤ 1

y≤ 1y≤ 1∧x≤ 0

y≥1∧x≥4
y

y≥1∧x≥3
y

y≥1∧x≥2
y

x≥1∧y≥1
x,y

y≥1∧x≥1
y

y≥0
y

x≥0∧y≥1
x

y≥1∧x≥0
y,x

x≥0∧y≥1
x

y≥0
y

y≥1
y

ESC M D trans

ESC0 p0 + p1 4≤ t1 ≤ 5 x← 〈t1, t2〉

1≤ t2 ≤ 1

3≤ t1− t2 ≤ 4

ESC1 p0 + p1 3≤ t1 ≤ 4 x← 〈t1〉

1≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

2≤ t1− t2 ≤ 3

ESC2 p0 + p1 2≤ t1 ≤ 3 x← 〈t1〉

1≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

1≤ t1− t2 ≤ 2

ESC3 p0 + p1 1≤ t1 ≤ 2 x← 〈t1〉

1≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

0≤ t1− t2 ≤ 1

ESC4 p0 0≤ t2 ≤ 0 y← 〈t2〉

−1≤ t1− t2 ≤−1

ESC5 p0 + p1 0≤ t1 ≤ 1 x← 〈t1〉

1≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

−1≤ t1− t2 ≤ 0

ESC6 p0 1≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

ESC7 p0 0≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

ESC8 p0 + p1 0≤ t1 ≤ 0 x← 〈t1〉

1≤ t2 ≤ 1 y← 〈t2〉

t1− t2 = −1

Figure 3.3: The SCTA corresponding to TPNT in Figure 3.1

Despite the fact that the ESCG and theZBMCG can result in smaller TA in

terms of locations and edges or clocks, we show in Section 3.4that, when applied

to a number of examples from the literature, the sizes of the TA obtained by the

MCG approach are competitive with respect to those obtainedby the ESCG and

theZBMCG approaches.

3.3 Improving the effectiveness of theMCG approach

In this section we present some modifications of the MCG algorithm, in order to

improve the effectiveness and applicability of our proposed solution.
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[1,1] [2,2] [4,4]
t1 t2 t3

p0

p1 p2 p3

Figure 3.4: A TPN modelT , with |MCG|T ≥ |ESCG|T

ESC0

ESC1

t1x≤ 1
x≤ 2
x≤ 4

x≥1
/0

ESC M D trans

ESC0 p0 t1 = 1 t2 = 2 t3 = 4 x← 〈t1, t2, t3〉

t2− t1 = 1

t3− t2 = 2

t3− t1 = 3

ESC1 p1 /0 /0

Figure 3.5: The SCTA corresponding to TPNT in Figure 3.4

3.3.1 Reducing the number of unreachable locations

The first modification allows to cut off paths that could obviously be taken, such as

the firing oft1 in MC0 of the example in Figures 3.1 and 3.2. As observed before in

the TPN of Figure 3.1, whent1 andt2 are newly enabled onlyt2 can fire. Cutting

off the edge fromMC0 to MC1 does not change|MCG| in this case, but it does for

the TPN of Figure 3.4, since it discards the possibility of firing of t2 andt3. The

MCG computation algorithm can be changed after line 1.4, as in Algorithm 2,

that introduces a simple check of the earliest and latest firing time of the newly

enabled transitions to remove from consideration transitions that are not firable.

Observe that this modification takes timing information into account, as ESCG

andZBMCG do, but with the difference that the check is on the singlestate and

no history of the enabling time of transitions is kept. The TPN on the left part

of Figure 3.8 is the most effective case of the modification ofthe algorithm: the

original MCG is infinite (since theRun is unbounded), but the modified algorithm

stops since, as shown on the central and right part of Figure 3.8, the firing oft1 in

MC1 is not considered.
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Figure 3.6: The MCTA corresponding to TPNT in Figure 3.4
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Figure 3.7: TheZBMTA corresponding to TPNT in Figure 3.1
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MC0 /0 x← 〈t1〉

MC1 p0 x← 〈t1, t2〉

MC2 2p0 x← 〈t2〉

y← 〈t1〉

Figure 3.8: A TPN modelT , for which the application of the local optimization

is useful

3.3.2 Trading clocks for locations and speed

The second modification increases the number of clocks, but decreases the num-

ber of locations and the computation time. The variant to theMCTA generation

for all transitions t, t′ newly enabled for MC do2.1

if α(t) > β(t ′) then2.2

t will not fire in MC;2.3

end2.4

end2.5

Algorithm 2 : The local optimization to the MCG construction
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procedure proposed consists of the assignment of a unique clock for every en-

abled transition, and not a unique clock for every set of newly enabled transitions.

In doing so, we aim to avoid the duplication of locations withthe same marking,

the same set of used clocks, but different (evenvia renaming) mapping functions

trans. Basically, we do not need anymore the notion of clock similarity, an ex-

pensive condition to check, and we consider equivalent the marking classes that

have the same marking and use the same set of clocks. We call MCTAclock the au-

tomata obtained with such a procedure. Figure 3.7 gives an example showing the

benefits provided by the MCTAclock by an application to the TPN of Figure 3.1:

assigning two different clocks,x andy, to the newly enabled transitionst1 andt2 in

locationMC0 let us mergeMC0 andMC2 into a unique location, decreasing from

3 to 2 the number of required locations. Notice that the MCTAclock is the same as

theZBMTA of the TPN of Figure 3.1.

3.3.3 Dealing with unboundedness

Consider the TPN on the left part of Figure 3.9, illustrating amodel provided by

the ROMEO package, that depicts an example of a producers-consumers system.

The setRun of this net is unbounded, but the TPN itself has a bounded behavior

because the consumers (top part of the net) are always fasterthe the producers,

so that tokens never “pile-up” in placeP3. Observe that in TPN models whose

boundedness depends of time, even the smallest change in thetime definition may

cause non-termination of the ESCG andZBMCG algorithms; on the other hand

such models may be of interest in many application fields. Themethod we propose

here is to artificially bound the net, using an initial, random guess for this bound,

and then to check on the corresponding TA whether the bound istoo low. We

proceed as follows: compute the P-semiflows of the untimed PN; if all places

are covered by at least one P-semiflow, then the net is boundedand the MCG

algorithm terminates; else, for all placespi not covered by a P-semiflow, build

the complementary places ¯pi, and setM0(p̄i) to a guessed value (we term̄P the

set of complementary places); then build the MCTA using Algorithm 1; finally,
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Figure 3.9: An unbounded TPN (left), and the same model afterthe bounding

procedure (right)

check on the MCTA whether there is a reachable state of the TA of markingM,

in which the complementary place is actually limiting the original timed behavior

(formally, ∃t: ∀p ∈ P,M(p) ≥ W−(p, t)∧∃p ∈ P̄,M(P) < W−(p, t)); if such a

state exists, increase the initial guess forM0(p̄) and repeat. Note that, if the TPN

is unbounded the algorithm does not stop. P-semiflow and complementary places

are standard PN concepts, and we do not recall them here. We only show how

the net on the left part of Figure 3.9 is modified into the net onthe right part

of the same Figure. P-semiflow analysis reveals that placeP3 is unbounded and

the complementary placeP is inserted. ChoosingM0(P4) = 6 bounds alsoP3 to

a maximum of 6 tokens. The check on the MCTA reveals that this was a good

choice, and we can safely use the MCTA built from the net on theright part of

Figure 3.9, rather than the TPN on the left part of the Figure (the underlying PN

of which is unbounded), since they have the same behavior over reachable states.

3.4 TheGREATSPN2TAtool

In this section we present the tool we have implemented for the computation of the

MCTA (or MCTAclock) of a given TPN, where the underlying PN is described

with the tool GREATSPN [16]. We will first describe how the tool can be used,
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then we will discuss some experimental results and also a comparison with the tool

ROMEO, which can compute the SCTA and theZBMTA of a specified TPN.

3.4.1 UsingGREATSPN2TA

In the following we describe briefly GREATSPN and KRONOS. Finally, we de-

scribe how to use our tool.

GREATSPNand KRONOS. GREATSPN [57] is a software package for the

modeling, validation and performance evaluation of distributed systems using

models based on stochastic Petri nets. GREATSPN offers a graphical interface

which can be used to create and save PN models (in.net and .def files) to be

subsequently analyzed. It is also possible to interact withGREATSPN in a com-

mand line manner, for example using the scriptshowRG to obtain the reachabil-

ity graph of a given PN. The version of GREATSPN we used isGreatSPN2.0.

KRONOS [70] is a tool which allows the verification of real-time systems, de-

scribed by means of TA. KRONOS accepts renaming of clocks, and it is possible

to label each location with a set of identifiers; we use this latter fact to associate

in the TA the description of the markings with the corresponding MC.

GREATSPN2TA features The tool we have developed allows the computa-

tion of the MCTA of a given TPN and its translation into the input format of

KRONOS. The user has to define the TPN model, callednet in the following, us-

ing GREATSPN. When the user calls the executableNet2ta Kronos, the program

showRG of GREATSPN is executed in order to compute the reachability graph of

the untimed PN. The obtained reachability graph is stored ina user readable file,

callednet.rg desc. The executablenet2ta kronos is invoked next: it takes the net

description, the time constraints and the reachability graph, computes the MCTA,

and outputs it in KRONOS input format.
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3.4.2 Experiments and comparison withROMEO

The software ROMEO [65] permits the state space computationof TPN, on-the-

fly TCTL model-checking and the translation from TPN to TA with equivalent

behavior. ROMEO incorporates two tools of interest in our context: GPN and

MERCUTIO. The former exploits the SCTA computation for transforming a

given TPN in the UPPAAL or KRONOS input format, while the latter uses the

ZBMTA.

We ran MERCUTIO, GPN, and GREATSPN2TA (using also the variant

GREATSPN2TAclock, which implements the MCTAclock variant), on a number

of different models. Our experiments were executed on a 1.60 GHz Pentium 4

PC with 512 MB of RAM, running Linux. Table 3.1 lists, for everymodel, the

number of locations, the number of clocks of the TA, and the elapsed time to

compute the TA. We considered two classical PN model: the dining philosophers

(with 4 philosophers,Philo4, as shown in Figure 3.11), the slotted ring with 4 de-

vices (SR4, as shown in Figure 3.10), and three models taken from the ROMEO

package: a producer-consumer with 6 producers and 7 consumers (P6C7, as de-

scribed before), and a set of parallel sequences (Oex15, as shown in Figure 3.12),

that we have also modified so that each sequence cycles (Oex15cycle, as shown

in Figure 3.13). ForPhilo4 andOex15cycle a number of different timings of the

TPN were considered. The results, shown in Table 3.1, provide examples of the

various trade-off that the three methods offer. Due to the different characteris-

tics of the four algorithms, it makes sense to compare the algorithms by pairs:

GREATSPN2TA with GREATSPN2TAclock, GPN and MERCUTIO, GPN with

GREATSPN2TA and MERCUTIO with GREATSPN2TAclock.

GREATSPN2TA and GREATSPN2TAclock. GREATSPN2TA always has

a bigger number of locations and a smaller number of clocks than the

GREATSPN2TAclock variant: the smaller number of clock is nevertheless paid

for in terms of execution time, especially in models in which, in each state, there

is an high number of enabled transitions (indeed we stopped the execution of

GREATSPN2TA onP6C7). The larger number of locations can be explained ob-
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serving that in the MCTA of Figure 3.2, if we assign a clock tot1 and one tot2,

thenMC0 andMC2 collapse into a single state. As expected, execution times do

not change when changing the timing of transitions.

GPN and MERCUTIO. As already observed, GPN optimizes clocks and

MERCUTIO optimizes locations: there is not a definitive winner in terms of

execution times, although they are all very sensitive to thetiming of transitions

(most notably in thePhilo4 case).

GPNand GREATSPN2TA For the examples considered, the two tools gener-

ate the same number of clocks, but in theP6C7 case the MCTA computation

explodes while computing clock similarity, due to the high number of transi-

tions enabled in each state. In all other cases, the execution time is smaller for

GREATSPN2TA.

MERCUTIO and GREATSPN2TAclock. MERCUTIO statically assigns one

clock per transition and leaves to the TA tool (UPPAAL or KRONOS) the job of

minimizing the number of clocks, while GREATSPN2TAclock assigns a different

clock to each enabled transition: this explains the smallernumber of clocks in the

GREATSPN2TAclock column. As expected, the number of locations is smaller in

MERCUTIO (which is optimal in this respect), but the execution times can be

much worse, especially when changing transition timings.

3.5 Conclusions and future works

In this chapter we have presented a method to translate a TPN to a TA by exploit-

ing reachability of the underlying untimed PN of the TPN. This technique has a

disadvantage that the untimed PN can be unbounded, even if the TPN is bounded;

to address this issue, we have described an empirical methodfor bounding the PN

using complementary places, and then checking if this boundis too restrictive. The

experimental results show that the computation time used byour method is com-

petitive for a number of classes of system, and the produced TA generally offer a

good compromise between the number of locations and the number of clocks. In
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Model GPN MERCUTIO GREATSPN2TA GREATSPN2TAclock

SR4 22907loc 5136loc 7327loc 5136loc

4 clocks 33clocks 4 clocks 8 clocks

4.30s 3.86s 2.63s 2.08s

Philo4 4406loc 322loc 1161loc 322loc

6 clocks 17clocks 6 clocks 8 clocks

Timing1 1.50s 0.16s 0.11s 0.07s

Timing2 6.7 s 6.2 s 0.11s 0.07s

Timing3 > 300s > 300s 0.11s 0.07s

Timing4 > 300s > 300s 0.11s 0.07s

Timing5 > 300s > 300s 0.11s 0.07s

Timing6 6 s 0.2 s 0.11s 0.07s

P6C7 11490loc 449loc n.a. 896loc

3 clocks 21clocks n.a. 13clocks

3.44s 4.70s > 300s 1.24s

Oex15 1048loc 360loc 625loc 625loc

4 clocks 17clocks 4 clocks 4 clocks

0.36s 0.63s 0.12s 0.11s

Oex15cycle 3510loc 256loc 369loc 256loc

4 clocks 17clocks 4 clocks 4 clocks

Timing1 3.10s 7.9 s 0.07s 0.06s

Timing2 7.8 s 32.5 s 0.07s 0.06s

Timing3 4.7 s 32.7 s 0.07s 0.06s

Timing4 4.8 s 25.9 s 0.07s 0.06s

Table 3.1: Experiments results for GPN, MERCUTIO, GREATSPN2TA, and

GREATSPN2TAclock.

future work, we plan to address methods for obtaining information about bounds

on the number of tokens in places of the TPN, which can then be used in our ap-

proach based on complementary places. We also intend to implement a translation

to UPPAAL TA (which requires a translation of the MCTA, whichhas clock re-

naming, to an equivalent TA without renaming [10]), and to consider the use of

clock reduction, as implemented in model-checking tools for TA, in the context

of our technique. Finally, the exploitation of some notion of colors and of the use

of some symbolic representation for the underlying reachability graph could be a

promising approach to be investigated on.
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Figure 3.10: The slotted ring TPNmodel
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Figure 3.11: The philosopher TPN model
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Chapter 4

CSL model checking ofGSPNand

SWN models

4.1 Introduction

Systems which exhibit non-trivial probabilistic or stochastic behavior are mod-

eled more appropriately using formalisms such as stochastic Petri nets [52] or

stochastic process algebra [39], the underlying semanticsof which take the form

of Markov chains. Model-checking algorithms for continuous-time Markov chains

(CTMCs) have been developed, where the property to be verified is described in

terms of Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [5, 6]. The logic CSL provides a for-

mal way to describe potentially complex properties reasoning about both the func-

tional behavior and the performance of a stochastic system.It includes a steady-

state operator, which can refer to the probabilities of the system being in certain

states in equilibrium, and a probabilistic operator, whichcan refer to the probabil-

ity with which a certain (possibly timed) property is satisfied, such as “does the

system reach an error state within 5 minutes with probability greater than 0.01?”

The model-checking tools ETMCC [38], its successor MRMC [45], and PRISM

[46, 62], have been used to analyze CSL properties of stochastic systems in appli-

cation areas such as fault-tolerant systems, manufacturing systems and biological
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processes.

In this chapter, we focus on the use of CSL model-checking tools for the veri-

fication of systems described usingGeneralized Stochastic Petri Nets[1] (GSPN)

andStochastic Well-formed Nets[15] (SWN)1. SWN are the colored extension

GSPN, and have two main advantages over them. Firstly, SWN allow us to de-

fine models that are parametric in the “structure” of the system: for example, a

GSPN model of a system in which a pool of servers visit a set of stations in a

given order is parametric in the number of servers, in the number of clients at

each station, but not in the number of stations, whereas in anSWN model a color

can be used to distinguish the stations, without the need of replicating station sub-

nets. The second advantage of SWN is related to the solution process: if the color

is used to represent a symmetric behavior of the system, thissymmetric behavior

can be exploited to build a “compact” state space, thus enlarging the size of sys-

tems that can be solved. Despite the appealing characteristics of SWN, and the

availability of an associated tool (GREATSPN [7, 57] of the University of Torino

and the University of Paris 6), SWN modelling is not widespread. One reason

for this is the limited support available to validate an SWN model (for example,

structural analysis, such as P- and T- invariant computation, is not available for

SWN models).

In order to (partially) address this problem, model-checking techniques have

been used previously to provide support for the validation of SWN models: in

[27], an extension of GREATSPN that allows the use of the PROD tool [63] (a

reachability graph analyzer defined for predicate-transition nets) to model check

an SWN net against a number of temporal logic properties is presented. However,

this approach considers only functional properties of the system, such as “can

the system reach an error state”, rather than performance indices, and hence is

only partially adequate when considering analysis of stochastic formalisms such

as SWN.
1Since a GSPN model may be considered a degenerate case of a SWNmodel, what will be

illustrated for this latter formalism will hold also for theformer one; however, when needed in the

context, the two formalisms will be distinguished
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In this chapter, we extend the work of [27], and our work on CSL model check-

ing of stochastic Petri nets [25], by considering CSL model checking of GSPN

and SWN.

Following our work in [25], we have not built a new CSL model checker, but

we have provided a CSL model-checking facility for SWN models in GREATSPN

by linking GREATSPN to MRMC and PRISM. These links take the form of pro-

grams which translate SWN from the format used in GREATSPN to the (different)

input languages of PRISM and MRMC.

We have preferred to consider two “stand-alone” model checkers because they

have been built and are maintained by researchers in the specific field of stochastic

modelling and verification, and are constantly updated to reflect recent research

results. Moreover, although neither tool is based on Petri nets, we considered that

they would not be difficult to connect with the GREATSPN modules for SWN,

given that there is already some reported experience in interfacing these tools

with other tools (ETMCC, the precursor of MRMC, has been interfaced with

the Petri net tool DaNAMiCS [55] and the process algebra tool TIPP [37], while

PRISM has been interfaced with the PEPA process algebra [39]). We observe that

this choice is based on re-use, and it has the significant advantage of being able to

profit of all future developments of MRMC and PRISM. However,on the other

hand, there is the drawback of not being able to exploit all the peculiarities and

properties of nets in the model checking algorithm, as it would have been the case

if an ad-hoc solution had been devised. Note that both of the CSL model-checking

tools which we consider in this chapter, PRISM and MRMC, do not allow actions

to happen in zero-time and with priority over exponential activities: therefore we

limit our scope to nets without immediate transitions only.

Note that, as a by-product of the translation from GREATSPN models to

PRISM models, we have implemented a method for unfolding SWNnets to

GSPN nets within GREATSPN, which can be used in other contexts aside from

CSL model checking.

Another contribution of this chapter is the consideration of the way in which
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meaningful CSL properties of GSPN and SWN may be specified. In particular,

we concentrate on the way in which “atomic propositions”, which are used in

model checking to identify portions of the state space of interest (for example,

error states or goal states), can be described. Note that, for SWN, this task is

not always straightforward, as the model-checking tool user may need to refer

to complex expressions including net places, transitions,and colored tokens, to

identify the required part of the state space.

In this chapter we concentrate on SWN and on the GREATSPN tool, but there

are other colored extensions of stochastic Petri nets with associated tools. The tool

APNN has a built-in CSL model checker [11] which works on the colored GSPN

class defined in APNN; however, we were unfortunately not able to use APNN

extensively due to lack of documentation. A notion of colorsbased on replication

is present in SAN nets in UltraSAN [23] and M̈obius [22]. There are plans to add

a CSL model checker to the latter.

The chapter is derived by our work presented in [13], and it isso organized:

Section 4.2 discusses CSL model-checking of SWN, in particular with respect

to the choice of the set of atomic propositions. Section 4.3 describes linking

GREATSPN to PRISM and to MRMC with the help of the running example, as

depicted in Figure 1.8 and illustrated in Section 1.2.2. Section 4.4 presents some

study cases, useful for understanding the operative steps needed to model check

GSPN/SWN by means of our presented approaches. Section 4.5 concludes the

chapter.

4.2 CSL model checking ofSWN

CSL model checking of SWN requires the following set of ingredients: a SWN

model, a set of atomic propositions expressed in terms of netelements, a CSL

model checker, and a way to interpret the results of model checking.

Let us consider the set of atomic propositionsAP. With regard to place-related

atomic propositions, which we henceforth callplace propositions, the expressions
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of interest are of the form:

(Type M): ∑p∈Pwp ·M(p) ∼ K

(Type Mcol): ∑p∈P,c∈CD(p) wp,c ·M(p)[c] ∼ K

wherewp and wp,c are integers,CD(p) is the color domain of placep (set of

possible colors of tokens inp), and∼∈ {≤,=,≥}: observe that, sincewp andwp,c

can be zero, the atomic propositions can refer also to an arbitrary set of places or

to an arbitrary set of colors and places.

Examples of place propositions, using the net of Figure 1.8,are:M(loc) = 1

(there is one job at the central server),M(wait)[d2] ≥ 2 (there are at least two jobs

waiting for the services of deviced2).

With regard to transition-related atomic propositions, which we henceforth

call transition propositions, the expressions of interest are of the form(Type T)

the transitiont is enabled, or(Type Tcol) the transitiont is enabled for a given

assignment to the variables oft. Examples of transition propositions, using the net

of Figure 1.8, are: transitions srv is enabled (a device has been assigned to a job),

transitions srv is enabled for variablex instantiated to colord1 (deviced1 has

been assigned to a job).

For what concerns the evaluation of atomic propositions we can again dis-

tinguish marking propositions from transition propositions. Propositions of type

M can be defined for GSPN and SWN, and can be computed trivially using the

RG for GSPN, and with some effort using the CRG or SRG for SWN (indeed

a sum over all colors is necessary for the CRG case, while the cardinality of the

dynamic subclasses is used for the SRG case). Propositions of type Mcol are de-

fined instead only for SWN, and can be computed only for the CRG, since this

is a type of proposition that may hold in some of the states corresponding to a

symbolic marking, but not in all of them. In the running example, the proposition

M(srv)[d1] ≥ 1, which is of typeMcol, is valid only for two of the three states

represented by the symbolic markingS1 (more precisely, statesC1b andC1c). In
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this case, the proposition distinguishes more than the net,and requires a modified

SRG construction. We do not consider this possibility in this chapter.

Propositions of typeT can be defined for GSPN and SWN, and can be com-

puted trivially on the three types of reachability graphs, by simply checking the

name of the transitions associated to the arcs out of a state.Propositions of type

Tcol are defined instead only for SWN, and can be computed easily from the

CRG, where this information is explicitly present, while for the SRG the consid-

erations are similar to theMcol case; again using the example, if we consider the

Tcol proposition “s srv enabled for an assignment tox of d1,” then not all colored

states represented by a symbolic marking enable transitions srv for the required

variable assignment.

There is another type of proposition of interest when dealing with SWN,

which we callsymbolic: these are proposition that consider the color, but not the

specific value of the color. Examples of such proposition on the SWN of Fig. 1.8

are: there are at least two tokens of the same color in placewait; transitions srv is

enabled for a value of variablex equal to the value of variabley (assuming a mod-

ified example in which the function on the arc fromav to s srv is y). Observe that

the first (second) atomic proposition can be computed as the logical disjunction of

atomic propositions of typeMcol (Tcol respectively).

Instead of defining two new types of properties that may be cumbersome to

compute, we prefer to consider the use of “observation transitions”: the SWN is

modified so as to include a new transition for each such property, and the property

is associated to a colored or symbolic marking only if the transition is enabled in

that marking. In the first case we can add to the net a transition having an arc to and

from wait, with the function 2〈x〉, and in the second case we have to split transition

s srv in two transitions with the same input and output function, but with a guard

to distinguish whetherx = y or not. Observe thatTcol can be rephrased in terms

of enabling of an observation transition.

Observation transitions have been introduced by the authors of SPOT, a model

checker for colored (non-stochastic) nets [69], and are described in detail in [71]:
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“observation” transitions are there defined as transitionswith a modified seman-

tics (they are enabled but they never fire), a change in the semantics that is not

necessary in our case, if we exclude the use of the Next operator of CSL, because

an exponential transition which does not change the markingdoes not alter the

(infinitesimal generator of the) CTMC.

Running example: properties of interest. The verification of our running ex-

ample (see Figure 1.8 in Section 1.2.2) can range from classical Petri net proper-

ties like liveness of transitions and marking invariants, to probabilistic properties

that ensure that the service is provided according to certain quality criteria. The

liveness of a transitiont can be restated as the CSL formula:

(Ψ1) : S≥1.0(P≥1.0(♦
[0,∞)t( is enabled) ≥ 1))

Less trivial is the check of marking invariants. The fact that, in any state, there is

only one device per type, can be checked as the logical conjunction over alld ∈ D

of following property:

(Ψ2) : S≥1.0(M(av)[d]+ M(srv)[d]+ M(un av)[d] = 1)

Note thatM(av)[d] + M(srv)[d] + M(un av)[d] = 1 is an atomic proposition of

Mcol type and it is not simple to define the property in a symbolic manner using

an observation transition.

If we are interested instead in proving that each deviced will be available upon

request, we can verify that the following formula is satisfied in all states:

(Ψ3) : M(wait)[d] ≥ 1⇒ P≥1.0(♦
[0,∞)M(srv)[d] ≥ 1)

For what concerns probabilistic aspects, assume we are interested in identify-

ing states that are “hot spots”, in which the number of jobs waiting for a device

exceeds a certain amount. Given a constanths, the atomic propositionHS is valid

in states in which the number of tokens in placewait exceedshs, HS[d] is valid

in those states in which the number of tokens of colord in placewait exceedshs,

while HSx is valid in those states in which there are at leasths jobs waiting for

the same device (independently of the device identity). Thefirst two propositions

belong to theM andMcol types, while the third requires the introduction of an ob-

servation transitiont HS having an arc to and fromwait, with the functionhs∗〈x〉.
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In the following properties,hot spot can be eitherHS, HS[d], or HSx.

(Φ1) : S>0.7(hot spot): in steady state the sum of the probabilities of states that

are hot spots is greater than 0.7. The running example has a CTMC with a single

strongly connected component, henceΦ1 is either true in all states or false in all

states.

(Φ2) : S≤0.2(P≥0.9(♦
[0,5]hot spot)): this property is true for those states in which

the probability of being, in equilibrium, in “bad” states which can reach a hot spot

within 5 time units with probability 0.9 or greater, is at most 0.2.

(Φ3) : P≥0.9(♦
[0,5](hot spot∧ P≥0.7(♦

[0,3]¬hot spot)): this property is true for

those states in which the probability of reaching “good hot spot” states within

5 time units is at least 0.9, where “good hot spot” states are hot spot states in

which, with probability 0.7 or greater, the system exits from hot spot states within

3 time units.

In the following sections, we illustrate two different approaches to SWN

model checking using existing tools: the first is the interface with PRISM, and

is realized at thenet level. The second is the interface with MRMC, and is re-

alized at theCTMC level. The two approaches will be illustrated on our central

server example.

4.3 Linking GREATSPNto PRISMand MRMC

4.3.1 FromGREATSPNto PRISM

PRISM [62] is a probabilistic model-checking tool of the University of Birming-

ham. The PRISM input language is a state-based language in which a state of

a system is described in terms of a valuation of a number of bounded variables

declared by the user. The variables may be organized into a series of interacting

modules. The dynamics of the system is represented by a set ofguarded com-

mands which define sets of state-to-state transitions of theCTMC model. Each

command is of the formGUARD −→ RATE : UPDATE, whereGUARD specifies a
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logical condition on the system variables describing the states in which the com-

mand is enabled,RATE is the rate of the command, andUPDATE is a set of as-

signments that specify the new values of the variables in terms of old ones (where

a prime is used to distinguish the new value from the old one),and thus describes

the target states of the CTMC transitions defined by the command.

The generation of a PRISM model corresponding to an SPN has been pre-

sented in [25]: a single PRISM module is created with as many variables as there

are places, and as many commands as there are transitions, where GUARD en-

codes the transition enabling conditions, andUPDATE encodes the state modifica-

tion caused by the firing. The setAP of atomic propositions is implicitly defined

in PRISM models, as the user is allowed to include in a CSL formula any logi-

cal condition on the values of the variables. In the implemented translation place

names are mapped one-to-one to variable names, and therefore any logical ex-

pression on place markings is allowed and is realized trivially ( there is no need to

translate typeM andMcol atomic propositions, whereasT andTcol propositions

have to be restated in terms of markings).

Based on our experience with the translation of SPN models we examined

two possible ways of connecting GREATSPN to PRISM for SWN: producing

directly a PRISM module that is equivalent to the SWN, meaning that the CRG

of the SWN and the state space of the PRISM module are isomorphic, and that

the same CTMC (up to state numbering) is produced; orunfoldingthe SWN into

an SPN, followed by the translation of the SPN into a PRISM module using the

already-existing translation for SPN.

Let us consider the feasibility of the first option. Because variables in PRISM

are simple, unstructured variables, it is not possible to associate a single variable

to an SWN place; moreover, since transitions can fire for different assignment

of colors to transition variables, it is not possible to associate a single PRISM

command to an SWN transition. Furthermore, the enabling conditions are much

more complicated to write. Basically, to translate an SWN into a PRISM module

means that we have to address the same problems as defining an unfolding of the

SWN into an SPN.
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We have therefore taken the second option: the SWN is unfolded into an

equivalent SPN, and then the translator to PRISM is applied.Unfortunately, al-

though unfolding algorithms have been defined for Colored Nets (for example

in [42]), there is no such detailed definition for SWN, and there is no implemen-

tation available for the complete SWN class. The algorithm that we implemented

works as follows:

• for each colored placep, and for each distinct tuple of colors in the color

domain ofp, a neutral placep colortupleis generated;

• for each colored transitiont, and for each possible assignmentγ of colors

to the variables in the input and output colored functions oft, a neutral

transitiont γ is created, if it does not violate the predicate associated to t;

• for each neutral transitiont γ, and for each colored placep (input or out-

put place oft), the colored function associated with the arc fromp to t (or

viceversa) is evaluated on the variable assignmentγ; the result of the evalu-

ation is a multiset on the set of neutral places generated from p, and which

can be used to assign a multiplicity to the arcs betweent γ and the neutral

places.

As an example of the application of the algorithm, we consider as input the

net of Figure 1.8 with only two devices: the SPN of Figure 1.9 is the algorithm’s

output. The uncolored placeloc is translated in the uncolored placeloc , whereas

the colored placewait of color domainD = {d1,d2} is translated in two uncolored

placeswait d1 andwait d2.

The color domain cd of transitions in SWN is defined by a pair

〈transition parameterstype,guard〉. For example, for transitiontloc we have

cd(tloc) = 〈〈x〉 ∈ D, true〉. The set of possible assignmentsΓ for tloc is Γ(tloc) =

{x ← d1,x ← d2}. Transitiontloc is therefore replaced by two new transitions:

tloc 0, for binding of variablex with d 1, andtloc 1 for binding ofx with d 2. The

resulting output arcs connect transitiontloc 0 with uncolored placewait d1, for
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assignmentγ1, and transitiontloc 1 with uncolored placewait d2, for assignment

γ2; the multiplicity of each arc is 1.

Some care is necessary when translating arc expressions such as [x 6=

z]〈x+!y,z〉+ 〈w,Sc〉 where the multiset returned by a tuple of basic functions is

obtained by Cartesian product composition of the multisets returned by the tuple

elements and where there are predicates associated to single components of the

arc expression.

Unfolding in SWN is non-trivial to implement due to the structured form of

the color domains, the complexity of the functions (which may have a variable

number of terms), and the use of predicates associated to transitions and arcs.

The current implementation included in the GREAT2PRISM translator treats the

full class of SWN, except for server semantics different from “single server per

color”, and for the use of dynamic subclasses to define the initial marking.

Although efficiency was not the main objective of the unfolding, the tool was

able to translate an SWN net with composite color domain of five classes, pro-

ducing a SPN of about 100 places and 3500 transitions in a matter of minutes.

For the examples in this chapter the time required to producethe unfolding was

negligible. The resulting SPN model is then translated intoa PRISM module us-

ing the GREAT2PRISM translator [25]. As for the SPN case, the CSL formulae

are expressed using variable names, which, as explained before, encode the place

names and the color.

Running example. We will now show the results of the CSL model-checking of

the properties defined for the running example. We considered a variable number

of jobs (N), and a variable number of devices (|D| is either 2 or 3).

First the net has been unfolded and translated into a PRISM module using the

program GREAT2PRISM. Following is a fragment of PRISM code obtained for

the case in whichN is equal to 4. Note that the colored placeun av is translated

into two PRISM variables,un av d1 andun av d2, one for each device. Instead,

the neutral placeloc corresponds to the single PRISM variableloc .
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const int N = 4;

module M

un_av_d2 : [0..1];

loc_ : [0..4] init 4;

un_av_d1 : [0..1];

wait_d2 : [0..4];

av_d2 : [0..1] init 1;

srv_d2 : [0..1];

wait_d1 : [0..4];

av_d1 : [0..1] init 1;

srv_d1 : [0..1];

[tloc_0] (loc_ > 0) & (wait_d1 < N)

-> 1.000000 : (wait_d1’ = wait_d1 +1) & (loc_’ = loc_ -1);

[tloc_1] (loc_ > 0) & (wait_d2 < N)

-> 1.000000 : (wait_d2’ = wait_d2 +1) & (loc_’ = loc_ -1);

[back_0] (un_av_d1 > 0) & (av_d1 < 1)

-> 10.000000 : (av_d1’ = av_d1 +1) & (un_av_d1’ = un_av_d1 -1);

[back_1] (un_av_d2 > 0) & (av_d2 < 1)

-> 10.000000 : (av_d2’ = av_d2 +1) & (un_av_d2’ = un_av_d2 -1);

Observe that anMcol atomic proposition, such asM(p)[d] > k, is translated as

p d > k, wherep d is the PRISM variable representing the placep with color d.

Given an appropriate choice for the constanths (we chosehs= ⌊N
2 ⌋), the atomic

propositionsHS, HS[d] andHSx can then be defined in terms of PRISM variables

and used as input to the tool.

Table 4.1 shows the results for the various instances of the model (with differ-

ent values ofN, different numbers of devices in the setD, and different choices for

the atomic propositionhot spot) for the CSL formulaeΦ1, Φ2 andΦ3. The prob-

abilities illustrated in the table correspond to those computed for the outermost

probabilistic or steady-state operators in the formulae, and were computed for the

initial state of the system, as in Figure 1.8. The cases ofΦ1 andΦ2 for HS[d1] are

combined, as they result in the same probability for all values of|D| andN. The

results were obtained using the backwards Gauss-Seidel method, with a maximum

number of iterations equal to 100000, and with an error of 10−6 We note that all

of the other properties listed in Section 4.2 (Ψ1, Ψ2 andΨ3) are satisfied in all
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Dimension HS HS[d1] HSx

|D| N |States| Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ1,Φ2 Φ3 Φ1 Φ2 Φ3

2 4 106 0.6207 1.0 0.9461 0.2559 0.5121 0.5115 0.8336 0.8580

16 1276 0.9064 0.9289 0.0695 0.3583 0.0053 0.7166 0.7494 0.0107

32 4852 0.9826 0.9858 2.0745e-4 0.4175 4.4289e-7 0.8351 0.8495 8.8578e-7

48 10732 0.9968 0.9973 6.5822e-8 0.4447 1.8819e-12 0.8894 0.8987 3.7638e-12

64 18916 0.9994 0.9995 3.2673e-12 0.4590 8.4724e-19 0.9180 0.9248 1.6944e-18

3 4 584 0.5756 1.0 0.9929 0.1411 0.3800 0.2821 0.2821 0.6712

16 22184 0.9298 0.9663 0.2231 0.1728 0.0057 0.3456 0.3456 0.0116

32 16184 0.9885 0.9920 0.0035 0.1964 4.4399e-7 0.3928 0.3928 8.8798e-7

48 529640 0.9980 0.9984 0.0053 0.2098 1.8819e-12 0.6294 0.6294 5.6458e-12

64 123614 0.9996 0.9997 8.9402e-5 0.2177 8.4724e-19 0.6531 0.6531 2.5417e-18

Table 4.1: PRISM results (10−6 error) for the running example of Figure 1.8

states of the system.

4.3.2 FromGREATSPNto MRMC

MRMC [45] is a probabilistic model-checking tool for Markovchains of the Uni-

versities of Twente and Aachen. When interfacing GREATSPN to MRMC, we

consider verification of the CTMCs corresponding to the CRG or the SRG. To

link GREATSPN to MRMC it is necessary to provide the two MRMC input files:

a .tra file that contains an ASCII description of the CTMC rate matrix, and a

.lab file that lists all possible atomic propositions and associates to each state the

atomic propositions valid in that state. The link for SWN model checking has been

realized as an upgraded version of our previous tool GREATSPN2ETMCC [25],

which linked GREATSPN to ETMCC, and which had the limitation of working

only for SPN and of being able to express only atomic propositions of typeM.

The resulting tool, named GREATSPN2MRMC, consists of two main modules,

GMC2MRMC and APGENERATOR.

The operational flow to model check an SWN with GREATSPN2MRMC is

the following.Firstly, GREATSPN is used to define a SWN.Secondly,the user

creates a .ap text file that contains the atomic propositionsof interest of theM,

Mcol, T, Tcol types.Thirdly, the description of the net (.net and .def-file) is passed
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to the GMC2MRMC module, which uses offline solvers2 for the generation of

the net’s CRG or SRG and associated CTMC. Two output files are generated:

the .tra-file, in the MRMC syntax, and a .xlab-file, which is the base for the pro-

duction of the .lab file required by MRMC. The .xlab-file contains triples of the

form (CTMC−state− id, corresponding−net−marking, enabled− transitions)

if the CRG is considered, or pairs (CTMC− state− id, enabled− transitions)

if the SRG is used.Finally, the .xlab-file and the .ap-file are processed by the

APGENERATORmodule; if the SRG is used, onlyM andT propositions present

in the .ap-file are evaluated and the labelled CTMC is produced; if CRG is used,

alsoMcol andTcol propositions are considered.

Running example. We now discuss the approaches to the specification of

atomic propositions in term of SWN elements for the cases of CRG and SRG. To

do this, we describe some of the steps involved in the verification of the running

example (withN = 8 and|D| = 2) against propertyΦ1, using either the CRG or

the SRG option.

CRG approach.If we pass the .net and .def-file to the GMC2MRMC mod-

ule, then we obtain the following MRMC-ready-to-use .tra-file, consisting of a

list of transitions, each described in terms of a source state, target state and rate,

respectively:

STATES 352

TRANSITIONS 1206

1 2 1.000000

1 3 1.000000

2 4 10.000000

...

GMC2MRMC also produces an .xlab file, which encodes the marking of each

state and the transition enabled in the state:
2These are stand-alone SWN solvers that are not yet part of the current GREATSPN distri-

bution, and for which we would like to thank Marco Beccuti from the University of Piemonte

Orientale.
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1 av(1<d2>1<d1>) loc(8) tloc

2 av(1<d2>1<d1>)loc(7)wait(1<d1>) s_srv_1 ...

...

With the latter file, we are able to derive thehot spot definitions. To achieve

this, we create an .ap-file (the content of which is shown in Table 4.2) and call the

APGENERATORmodule, which scans the .xlab-file and the .ap file, and produces

the final .lab file for MRMC. The .lab file, which associates atomic propositions

to each state, takes the following form:

#DECLARATION

t_HS

#END

...

25 wait>=4 wait_d1>=4

...

34 wait>=4 wait_d2>=4

...

SRG approach.For the SRG case, onlyHS andHSx will be considered as

hot spot (sinceHS[d] cannot be checked against the SRG, as explained in Sec-

tion 4.2). If we pass the .net and .def-file to the GMC2MRMC module (after

having modified the net by the addition of observation transitions calledt HS and

t HSx, the meaning of which will be clear in the following), then weobtain the

MRMC-ready-to-use .tra-file and the .xlab-file. The latter file containsonly the

enabled transitions for each state, and not the encoding of the markings (which is

lost because we are working with the SRG). We consider the twohot spot def-

initions HS andHSx as enabling conditions of two observation transitions called

t HS (self-loop transition on placewait, labelled as< x1 > + < x2 > + < x3 >

+ < x4 >) andt HSx (self-loop transition on placewait, labelled as 4∗ < x >).

Therefore, the .ap file contains two lines, fort HS andt HSx, and will be passed,

with the .xlab-file, to the APGENERATORmodule, in order to produce the .lab file

for MRMC.

We performed a set of model-checking tests for the CSL formulae described in

Section 4.2, obtaining identical results as those obtainedfor PRISM for properties
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Atomic proposition Content of .ap-file

hot spot CRGapproach SRGapproach

HS wait >= 4 t HS

HS[d] wait d1 >= 4 N/A

HSx (wait d1 >= 4)||(wait d2 >= 4) t HSx

Table 4.2: Atomic proposition specification for the runningexample of Figure 1.8

Ψ1, Ψ2, Ψ3 andΦ3, and results which differ with an error of approximately 10−6

for the steady-state computations in propertiesΦ1 andΦ2. We note that the size

of the CRG for each instance of the model was the same as the unfolded PRISM

model, as shown in Table 4.1, and as expected. Instead, the number of states of

the SRGs were approximately a half of the CRG/unfolded statespaces in the

case of two devices (for example, whenN = 64 the SRG contained 9507 states),

and approximately one fifth of the CRG/unfolded state spacesin the case of three

devices (for example, whenN = 48 the SRG contained 90992 states).

4.4 Study cases

In this section we present three study cases, in order to illustrate in a deeper way

the main differences of the two above described approaches,in particular with

regards to:

• input and output formats;

• property specifications;

• expressiveness and computational capabilities;

4.4.1 The ad-hoc system

This study case was chosen because the underlyingCTMC has few states; this

fact let us to show the full content of the involved input and output files of the

two tools under investigation, in order to well understand thedifferences between
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PdozeclIdle ahIdle ahActive

clInit

clIncom

clActive
disconnect

interrupt

msgaccept

connect

giveup

launch

doze

wakeup

request

reconfirm

Figure 4.1: The SPN of a battery powered mobile station in an ad hoc network

(from [35])

working at the net level (GREAT2PRISM and PRISM) or at the CTMC level

(GREATSPN2MRMCandMRMC) during the model and property specification

and analysis.

The example is a GSPN taken from [35], and that describes, in asimplified

manner, the behavior of a battery powered mobile station in an ad-hoc network.

Figure 4.1 shows the model: a station can be in adozestate (placePdoze) in which

it cannot treat concurrently ad-hoc traffic (right portion of the net) and ordinary

calls (left portion). When it exits from the doze state (transition wakeup), it acti-

vates the right and left portion: ad-hoc traffic is modelled by a simple cycle, while

ordinary traffic is split into outgoing calls (upper part of the net) and incoming

calls (lower part).

The model is very simple (the CTMC has only 9 states), and for this we have

checked the properties defined in [35]: observe that since in[35] the underlying

logic is CSRL (CSL with rewards) we had to simplify the formulae by removing

the bounds on rewards.

All properties was coded by usingM type propositions.
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Property (1) and (2)- Steady state probability of station in doze state and in call

active state.

S≥0 [Pdoze> 0] and S≥0 [clActive> 0]

Property (3)- Reproducibility of initial marking

P≥1 [true U Pdoze= 1])]

The property is satisfied by all states.

Property (4)- Reproducibility of initial marking with deadline

P>0 [true U ≤ 10Pdoze= 1]

Satisfied by all states (only in the initial marking the probability is 1.0).

Property (5)- Probability to receive an incoming call within 24 time units

P=? [true U ≤ 24clIncom> 0]

Again, only the states in which there is at least a token in place clIncomhave

probability 1.0 (there are only two of them).

Property (6) - Probability of launching an outbound call within 24 time units,

without using the phone except for ad hoc transfer beforehand

P=? [(clIdle > 0)|(Pdoze> 0) U ≤ 24clInit > 0]

This property is satisfied by 5 states (whose that do not have atoken inclIncomor

clActive): of the five states only the two that have a token inclInit have probability

one.

Now we will show how the above specified properties was checked, using the

GREAT2PRISM/PRISM and GREATSPN2MRMC/MRMC approaches.

GREAT2PRISM/PRISM case.

In the following we show the content of the PRISM input .sm-file, describing

the ad-hoc system model, and obtained by using the GREAT2PRISM executable

on the net of Figure 4.1, specified in the .net and .def-files ofthe GREATSPN tool.
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// adhoc

stochastic

// number of tokens

const int T;

// const doubles

const double wakeup = 3.75;

const double launch = 0.75;

const double giveup = 60;

const double connect = 360;

const double disconnect = 15;

const double msg = 0.75;

const double interrupt = 60;

const double accept = 180;

const double doze = 12;

const double request = 6;

const double reconfirm = 15;

module station

Pdoze : [0..T] init T;

cidle : [0..T];

clInit : [0..T];

clInc : [0..T];

clActive : [0..T];

ahIdle : [0..T];

ahActive : [0..T];

[] (Pdoze>0) & (clIdle<T) & (ahIdle<T) -> wakeup : (Pdoze’=Pdoze-1) & (clIdle’=clIdle+1) & (ahIdle’=ahIdle+1);

[] (clIdle>0) & (ahIdle>0) & (clInit<T) & (clInc<T) & (Pdoze<T)

-> launch : (clIdle’=clIdle-1) & (clInit’=clInit+1)

+ msg : (clIdle’=clIdle-1) & (clInc’=clInc+1)

+ request : (ahIdle’=ahIdle-1) & (ahActive’=ahActive+1)

+ doze : (clIdle’=clIdle-1) & (ahIdle’=ahIdle-1) & (Pdoze’=Pdoze+1);

[] (clIdle>0) & (ahIdle=0) & (clInit<T) & (clInc<T)

-> launch : (clIdle’=clIdle-1) & (clInit’=clInit+1)

+ msg : (clIdle’=clIdle-1) & (clInc’=clInc+1);

[] (clInit>0) & (clActive<T) & (clIdle<T)

-> connect : (clInit’=clInit-1) & (clActive’=clActive+1)

+ giveup : (clInit’=clInit-1) & (clIdle’=clIdle+1);

[] (clInc>0) & (clActive<T) & (clIdle<T) -> accept : (clInc’=clInc-1) & (clActive’=clActive+1)
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+ interrupt : (clInc’=clInc-1) & (clIdle’=clIdle+1);

[] (clActive>0) & (clIdle<T) -> disconnect : (clActive’=clActive-1) & (clIdle’=clIdle+1);

[] (clIdle=0) & (ahIdle>0) & (ahActive<T) -> request : (ahIdle’=ahIdle-1) & (ahActive’=ahActive+1);

[] (ahActive>0) & (ahIdle<T) -> reconfirm : (ahActive’=ahActive-1) & (ahIdle’=ahIdle+1);

endmodule

As may be noticed, after the declaration of constants (coding the rates at which

the net’s transitions fire) and variables (coding the markings of the net’s place), a

set of guards and commands specifies the net evolution; for example, the second

guard-command pair, say us that when the values ofclIdle andahIdleare greater

than 0 and the values ofclInit , clInc and Pdozeare less thanT, then one of

the specified commands, rated by labelslaunch, msg, request, anddoze, must be

executed. If, for example, the first command is executed (at ratelaunch), then the

values ofclInit and clIdle will be incremented and decremented, respectively,

by 1 (coding that, in the net under investigation, the firing of transition launch

consumes one token in placeclIdle and produces one token in placeclInit .

In the following we give the content of the PRISM input .csl-file, which con-

tains the first of the above described CSL properties to be verified.

S=? [ Pdoze>0 ]

Note the use of the ?, which let us to request the PRISM model checker for a

precise value, instead of a specific comparison. We do not have the same capability

using the MRMC model checker, as will be show later.

In the following we give the content of the output .out-file, after the run of the

PRISM tool against the .sm and .csl files, just described.

PRISM

=====

Version: 2.0.beta3

Date: Mon May 10 17:07:13 MEST 2004

Command line: prism adhoc10-5.sm -const T=1 adhoc.csl
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Parsing model file "adhoc10-5.sm"...

Parsing properties file "adhoc.csl"...

1 PCTL property:

(1) S=? [ Pdoze>0 ]

Building model (T=1)...

Computing reachable states...

Reachability: 5 iterations in 0.00 seconds (average 0.000000, setup 0.00)

Time for model construction: 0.131 seconds.

Type: Stochastic (CTMC)

Modules: station

Variables: Pdoze clIdle clInit clInc clActive ahIdle ahActive

States: 9

Transitions: 24

Rate matrix: 119 nodes (9 terminal), 24 minterms, vars: 7r/7c

PROPERTY (1): ==========================================

Model checking: S=? [ Pdoze>0 ]

CSL Steady State:

b = 1 states

Computing (B)SCCs... SCCs: 1 BSCCs: 1

Computing steady state probabilities for BSCC 1

Building hybrid MTBDD matrix... [nodes=119] [2.8 KB]

Adding sparse bits... [levels=7, bits=1] [0.3 KB]

Creating vector for diagonals... [0.1 KB]

Allocating iteration vectors... [2 x 0.1 KB]

TOTAL: [3.3 KB]

Starting iterations...

Jacobi: 102 iterations in 0.00 seconds (average 0.000000, setup 0.00)

BSCC 1 Probability: 0.6780560062419575

All states are in a BSCC (so no reachability probabilities computed)

Time for model checking: 0.011 seconds.

RESULT: 0.6780560062419575

As may be noticed, the output of PRISM model checker is very clearly struc-

tured, and it also provides some indications about used algorithms and data struc-

tures, as well as memory and space consumptions for every phases of the verifi-

cation task.

GREATSPN2MRMC/MRMC case.

When using the GREATSPN2MRMC tool for interfacing GREATSPN with

MRMC, the .net and .def- files, specifying the ad-hoc system and created by
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GREATSPN are given in input to the GMC2MRMC executable, which produces

the underlying CTMC, which may be observed in the following MRMCinput .stc-

file:

STATES 9

TRANSITIONS 24

1 2 3.750000

2 1 12.000000

2 3 6.000000

2 4 0.750000

2 5 0.750000

3 2 15.000000

3 6 0.750000

3 7 0.750000

4 2 60.000000

4 7 6.000000

4 8 180.000000

5 2 60.000000

5 6 6.000000

5 8 360.000000

6 3 60.000000

6 5 15.000000

6 9 360.000000

7 3 60.000000

7 4 15.000000

7 9 180.000000

8 2 15.000000

8 9 6.000000

9 3 15.000000

9 8 15.000000

After the two declarative lines at the beginning, each triplet in the above listed

file indicates the source state, the target state and the rateat which the transition

occurs.

During the previous step, another file, with .xlab extension, is produced. It

labels every CTMC state with the corresponding marking in the original net, and

also with the enabled transitions (not shown here). We list this file just below:

#DECLARATION

Pdoze(1)

clIdle(1)
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ahActive(1)

clIncom(1)

clInit(1)

ahIdle(1)

clActive(1)

wakeup

launch

giveup

connect

disconnect

msg

interrupt

accept

doze

request

reconfig

#END

1 Pdoze(1) wakeup

2 clIdle(1) ahIdle(1) request launch msg doze

3 clIdle(1) ahActive(1) reconfig launch msg doze

4 clIncom(1) ahIdle(1) accept interrupt request doze

5 clInit(1) ahIdle(1) connect giveup request doze

6 clInit(1) ahActive(1) connect giveup reconfig

7 clIncom(1) ahActive(1) accept interrupt reconfig

8 clActive(1) ahIdle(1) disconnect request

9 clActive(1) ahActive(1) disconnect reconfig doze

The .xlab-file is useful because it is used by the APGENERATORexecutable

of the GREATSPN2MRMC tool, in order to produce a CTMC labeled with the

atomic propositions of interest for the verification of a given set of CSL require-

ments. So, we launch the APGENERATOR binary, giving the .xlab file and the

below listed .ap file to it.

Pdoze>0

Since we want to show only the verification process for the first of the above

explained CSL properties of our ad-hoc system, we need to specify the only one

atomic proposition in the above .ap-file.

In the following we give the content of the APGENERATORoutput .lab-file.
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#DECLARATION

Pdoze>0

#END

1 Pdoze>0

As we can observe, only in state 1 the atomic proposition of interest holds.

At this point we can pass the .stc, .ap and .lab-files to MRMC, within the

requirement script file:

$S(>=0 )[Pdoze>0]$

As may be seen, in MRMC we do not have the ? operator, but we mustuse

the comparison operator and, subsequently, look in the output file, that we show

below, for the real value.

RuntimeTask: Checking formula S(>=0 )[Pdoze>0]

FormulaCoding: S(>=0.0)[Pdoze>0] encoded to 1. Stored.

FormulaCoding: Pdoze>0 encoded to 2. Stored.

Verifier: CheckingAP Pdoze>0

Labelling: Property Pdoze>0 encoded to 2 satisfied by state:

1

Labelling: #success states = 1 (out of 9 states)

Verifier: Time consumption: 0.0 seconds.

Verifier: CheckingSteadyState S(>=0.0)[Pdoze>0]

Steady State analysis: 1 bottom strongly connected component(s) detected.

Steady State analysis: Computing Probablitities for ergodic chain

SSGaussSeidelPred: Running with Accuracy = 1.0E-4, MaxLoopCount = 1000000

SSGaussSeidelPred: Initial solution:

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534

0.1111111119389534
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SSGaussSeidelPred: Positive diagonal elements:

3.75

19.5

16.5

246.0

426.0

435.0

255.0

21.0

30.0

SSGaussSeidelPred: Loops: 10

SSGaussSeidelPred: Result:

0.6780558854635154

0.21189246521358907

0.08475698618951026

6.621639538500187E-4

3.783794021871297E-4

1.5135176104656432E-4

2.648655818244424E-4

0.017027073175809627

0.0068108292586673514

Steady State analysis: SS-Probablitity for ergodic chain = 0.6780558854635154

Steady-state probabilities:

state: probability:

--------------------------------------------------

1: 0.6780558854635154

2: 0.6780558854635154

3: 0.6780558854635154

4: 0.6780558854635154

5: 0.6780558854635154

6: 0.6780558854635154

7: 0.6780558854635154

8: 0.6780558854635154

9: 0.6780558854635154

--------------------------------------------------

Labelling: Property S(>=0.0)[Pdoze>0] encoded to 1 satisfied by state:

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

Labelling: #success states = 9 (out of 9 states)
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Verifier: Time consumption: 0.07 seconds.

RuntimeTask: Time consumption for formula S(>=0 )[Pdoze>0] : 0.07 seconds.

RuntimeTask: Complete time consumption: 0.14 seconds.

RuntimeTask: Verification terminated.

Output written to adhoc.stc.log

We can say that the output provided by MRMC is less intuitive and too much

verbose (all verbosity parameters was, however, set to the minimum). In addition

it is not structured very well and this represents a quite serious problem, when the

produced CTMC has got a great number of states, without an automatic scanner

which extract the results.

4.4.2 The multi-server polling system

This example is presented in order to exemplify how theCSL logics may be used to

specify some properties of interest regarding the probabilistic behavior of typical

systems. Finally, a brief comparison betweenGREATSPN2MRMC/MRMC and

GREAT2PRISM/PRISMwill be provided.

Consider a cyclic multiserver polling system, as for examplein [1]-chapter 9.

Polling systems comprise a set of stations and a number of servers shared among

the stations and that move from station to station. The servers follow a given order

and a precise policy determining when and for how long the server should serve a

given station before moving to the next one. Figure 4.2 depicts an SPN model of a

polling system consisting ofN = 4 stations andSservers. In each stationi there are

K clients that execute the cycle composed by placesPai, Pqi, andPsi. A client in

Pai is doing some local work (transitionarrivei which has single server policy), it

then goes to a queue place (Pqi) where it waits for a server. When a server arrives,

one client in the queue is selected and receives service (place Psi and transition

servei which has infinite server policy). A server which has provided service to

queuei “walks” to the next queue (queue(i +1) mod 4 since we are assuming a

circular ordering), represented by a token in placePwi. When the server arrives
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Figure 4.2: The SPN of a four-stations multiple server polling system (from [1]).

at station (transitionwalkia) it provides service if some client is waiting in the

queue; if not it moves on to the next queue (transitionwalkib). Below we show the

fragment of the PRISM code in which the variables and commands of one station

are defined.

// variables: station1

Ps1 : [0..K];

Pw1 : [0..S];

Pa1 : [0..K] init K;

Pq1 : [0..K];

// commands: station1

// of transition walk1a

[] (Pq1>0) & (Pw1>0) -> 1 : (Pq1’=Pq1-1) & (Pw1’=Pw1-1) & (Ps1’=Ps1+1);

// of transition walk1b

[] (Pq1=0) & (Pw1>0) -> 1 : (Pw1’=Pw1-1) & (Pw2’=Pw2+1);

// of transition serve1

[] (Ps1>0) -> 1 : (Ps1’=Ps1-1) & (Pw2’=Pw2+1) & (Pa1’=Pa1+1);

// of transition arrive1

[] (Pa1>0) -> 1 : (Pa1’=Pa1-1) & (Pq1’=Pq1+1);

Our experiments have considered three models. Model A has one client in

each station, a single server and all transitions of rate 1. Model B has ten clients in

station 0, two clients in the remaining stations, and two servers. All rates in model

B are set to 1, apart from the rate of arrival of clients in station 0, which is 0.25,

and the rate of arrival for all other stations is set to 0.5. Model C has thirty clients

in station 0, four clients in the remaining stations, and three servers. All rates in

model C are set to 1, apart from the rate of arrival of clients in station 0, which

is 0.4, and the rate of arrival for all other stations is set to0.25. All transitions in
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each model have a single server policy. Models A, B and C have 96, 7902 and

360104 states respectively.

We have verified the following properties using PRISM and MRMC.

All the atomic propositions used are ofM type, being based on place proposi-

tions of uncolored models.

Property (1) - Steady state probability of at least one client in queue 0:

S=? [Pq0 > 0] .

We are using here the PRISM notationS=? to indicate that we do not want to

check a value, but we ask the tool to compute the steady state probability for all

states that verifyPq0 > 0. In MRMC we have checked insteadS>0 [Pq0 > 0]. As

expected, this property is satisfied in all states in all models, because the models

are ergodic.

Property (2) - Absence of starvation(clients waiting in a queue will be served):

(Pq0 > 0⇒ P≥1 [true U Pq0 = 0]) .

In all models, the property is true in all states reachable from the initial state

(including those in whichPq0 = 0, since the second operand of the implication

is satisfied in all states of each model). This property that does not require the

CTMC solution, and instead relies on reachability analysis of the model’s under-

lying graph.

Property (3) - Probability of service within a deadline: since all transitions

have infinite support and the CTMC is ergodic, then all states will have a non-

null probability of service within a deadline, while only the states in which the

service is being provided will have a 1 probability. The CSL formula that we have

checked is:

P=? [(Pq0 > 0∧Ps0 = 0) U [0,5] Ps0 > 0] .

The output of PRISM and MRMC lists the probability of satisfying the until

formula from each state.
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Property (4) - Reproducibility of the initial marking: since we are working

only with reachable states, we can check the simple property:

P≥1 [true U “init” ]

where “init” is a logical condition that fully characterizes the initial marking (and

it is therefore different for the various systems that we have verified). This prop-

erty is satisfied by all states in all models.

Property (5) - Reproducibility of the initial marking with a deadline:

P=? [true U[0,10] “init” ].

This property is similar to property (3): it is satisfied by all states and the same

comments as above apply.

The tools produce the probability of reaching the “init” state from any of the

states of the model. This probability is 1 from the “init” state itself and is instead

very low for all other states: for model A, these probabilities for all states are less

than 0.01, whereas, after changing the interval to [0,1000], the probabilities of all

states are less than 0.25.

Property (6) - Circularity of a server: we wish to check whether a server will

present itself more than once at station 0.

P≥1 [G (Pw0 = 1⇒ P≥1 [X (Pw0 = 0⇒ P≥1[true U Pw0 = 1])])]

whereP≥1 [GΦ] (read “globallyΦ with probability 1”) abbreviates the CSL for-

mula¬P≤0 [true U ¬Φ]. The property is satisfied by all states in all models.

Comment.We observed that the speed of the two tools MRMC and PRISM

in obtaining results for our polling system models was comparable. Note that we

chose the fully sparse verification engine of PRISM in order to be able to make

this comparison; instead, PRISM also supports MTBDD and hybrid verification

engines, which can facilitate verification of larger systems. We experimented with

the Jacobi and Gauss-Seidel options, and generally found that verification using

Gauss-Seidel was more efficient for our models (we terminated the experiments
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using Jacobi on model C after one hour). Finally, we observedthat for models B

and C (which both have thousands of states) methods for “filtering” the results

of model checking were required, in order to output the probabilities for a small

number of states of interest.

4.4.3 The workstation cluster system

This last example is important because provides some highlights on the different

ways for specifying the atomic propositions occurring in aCSL formula, when a

user is working onGSPNor on aSWN, and when it chooses to work with place

propositions or with transition propositions.

Consider a workstation cluster, as described in [36], which is a computer net-

work system decomposed into two sub-clusters consisting ofN workstations con-

nected by a central switch and linked by a backbone. Each of the components

of the system can break, and can be repaired by the system’s repair unit. The

GSPN model of the workstation cluster system is shown in Figure 4.3, and is

taken from [36], where a more complete description of the system may be found.

In the table provided in Figure 4.3 the meaning of each placesand transitions

modeling a left workstation life cycle is given. For the other subnets analogous

names are used,mutatis mutandis: rw refers to the right cluster,ls andrs refer to

the left and right switches, respectively,bb refers to the backbone, andriIdle con-

tains a token if the repair unit is idle. As in the PRISM model in [62], we consider

an exponential transition also for the acquisition of the repair unit.

The SWN model of the workstation cluster is illustrated in Figure 4.4: the

subnets for left and right cluster have been folded into one,as well as the subnets

for left and right switch. To maintain the left and right information a color classC

has been defined with two colors{l , r}.

For each model we check the following CSL properties (taken from [36]):

Property(Φ1). S>0.7(premium): in the long run, premium QOS will be delivered

with probability at least 0.7.
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Basic formula Meaning

Le f tOperationali ♯ Le f tWorkstationUP≥ i∧ ♯ Le f tSwitchUP> 0

RightOperationali ♯ RightWorkstationUP≥ i∧ ♯ RightSwitchUP> 0

Conn ♯ Le f tSwitchUP> 0∧ ♯ RightSwitchUP> 0∧ ♯ BackboneUP> 0

Operationali ♯ Le f tWorkstationUP+ ♯ RightWorkstationUP≥ i∧Conn

Minimum Le f tOperationalk∨RightOperationalk∨Operationalk

Premium Le f tOperationalN ∨RightOperationalN ∨OperationalN

Table 4.3: Basic formula abbreviations for the workstation cluster model in Fig-

ure 4.3

Property(Φ2). S<0.05(¬minimum): in the long run, the chance that QOS is below

its minimum level is less than 0.05.

Property(Φ3). P≥1(trueUpremium): the system will always be able to offer pre-

mium QOS at some point in the future.

Property(Φ4). P=?(trueU [0,T]¬minimum): the probability that the QOS drops

below the minimum quality level within T time units.

whereminimum andpremium are defined as in Table 4.3

Using GREAT2PRISM/PRISMapproach

We will now show the use of the GREAT2PRISM translator on the workstation

cluster example. We considered the SPN and equivalent SWN nets for the exam-

ple with N=8, 16, 32, 64; each models differs only in number of workstation per

cluster.

Model checking of properties (1)-(3) produces “yes” or “no”answers,

whereas formula (4) produces probability values for the path formula

(trueU [0,T]¬minimum). The atomic propositionspremium andminimum are ex-

pressed by PRISM formulae which characterize the quality ofservice provided

by the system. Each formula is expressed in terms of variablenames taken from

the PRISM module obtained from the translation of the SPN andSWN nets.
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SPNcase. The following is a fragment of PRISM code obtained from the trans-
lation of SPN net in Figure 4.3. The fragment models the left workstation cluster.

const int N = 8;

module M

lwu : [0..8] init N;

lwd : [0..8];

lwINr : [0..1];

ruIdle : [0..1] init 1;

[lwf] (lwu > 0)->0.002000:(lwu’ = lwu -1) & (lwd’ = lwd +1);

[lwi] (lwd > 0) & (ruIdle > 0)->10.000000 : (lwd’ = lwd -1) &

& (ruIdle’ = ruIdle -1) &

& (lwINr’ = lwINr +1);

[lwr] (lwINr > 0) -> 2.000000 : (lwINr’ = lwINr -1) &

& (lwu’ = lwu +1) &

& (ruIdle’ = ruIdle +1);

Every place of the nets has been translated into a variable with the same name

(no renaming occurs). An atomic proposition, such asm[p] > 0, is then translated

as the equivalent PRISM formulaP> 0. In this way we achieve the maximum

expressiveness for CSL formulae: i.e. every CSL formula on the SPN model can

be translated in an equivalent PRISM formula.

Note that in this case all obtained atomic propositions are ofM type.

The two expressions forpremium andminimum are the following:

const int k =floor(0.75*N);

label "minimum" = (lwu>=k & lsu>0) | (rwu>=k & rsu>0) |

((lwu+rwu)>=k & lsu>0 & bbu>0 & rsu>0);

label "premium" = (lwu>=N & lsu>0) | (rwu>=N & rsu>0) |

((lwu+rwu)>=N & lsu>0 & bbu>0 & rsu>0);

where k is set to 3/4 of the workstation number per cluster. The conditionlwu≥

k states for ”the number of workstation in the left cluster is greater than three

quarters of total workstations per cluster”, whereas the condition lsu ≥ 0 states

for ”the switch in left cluster is up”. Similarly the formulaminimum indicates that

there are at least three quarters of the total workstations in the left cluster and the

left switch is up, or in the right cluster and the right switchis up, or there are at

least three quarter of total workstation in either of the clusters and each switch and

the backbone line is up.
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Note that, while the size of the models obtained by the translator agreed with

those of the models on the PRISM web-page, the size of the MTBDDrepresen-

tation of the transition matrix of the models produced by thetranslator generally

exceeded those of the web-page models, to the point that the largest models were

not solvable. The MTBDD representation of the transition matrix depends heav-

ily on the ordering of the PRISM variables in the module description. A good

ordering for the variables of the workstation cluster is obtained by declaring the

variableslwd,lwu,rwd andrwu together, and last in the ordering, as suggested

by the developers of PRISM [56], so that related MTBDD variables are ordered

close together. The translator does not have any associatedheuristic: for the pur-

poses of this chapter we chose to manually change the variable ordering in the

PRISM models obtained by our translator.

SWNcase. To translate the SWN model the net has first been unfolded, andthe

unfolded model has been translated using GREAT2PRISM: the net resulting from

the unfolding is the same as in Figure 4.3, but the name of places and transitions

are different, since the unfolding appends the color to the name of the place. What

follows is a fragment of PRISM code obtained from the unfolding:

const int N = 8;

module M

wu_l : [0..8] init N;

wd_l : [0..8];

wINr_l : [0..1];

ruIdle : [0..1] init 1;

[wf_l] (wu_l > 0)->0.002000:(wu_l’ = wu_l -1) & (wd_l’ = wd_l +1);

[wi_l] (wd_l > 0) & (ruIdle > 0)->10.000000 : (wd_l’ = wd_l -1) &

& (ruIdle’ = ruIdle -1) &

& (wINr_l’ = wINr_l +1);

[wr_l] (wINr_L > 0) -> 2.000000 : (wINr_l’ = wINr_l -1) &

& (wu_l’ = wu_l +1) &

& (ruIdle’ = ruIdle +1);

In this case, places of color domainC = {l , r} has been translated in two vari-

ables: for example, placewu has been translated in variablewu l, which repre-

sents instances of a token of colorl , and variablewu r, which represents a token
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N

8 16 32 64

SPN SWN SPN SWN SPN SWN SPN SWN

Φ1 true true true true true true true true

Φ2 true true true true true true true true

Φ3 true true true true true true true true

Φ4 with T = 2500 0.00148460 0.00148460 0.00130158 0.00130158 0.00129237 0.00129237 0.00130603 0.00130603

Table 4.4: PRISM results (10−6 error) for the workstation cluster models of Fig-

ures 4.3 and 4.4

of color r. PlaceruIdle is neutral, therefore has been translated as one variable

with the same name as in SPN case.

For the SWN case, the two atomic propositionsminimum andpremium trans-
late to:

label "minimum" = (wu_l>=k & su_l>0) | (wu_l>=k & su_l>0) |

((wu_l+wu_r)>=k & su_l>0 & bbu>0 & su_r>0);

label "premium" = (wu_l>=N & su_l>0) | (wu_l>=N & su_l>0) |

((wu_l+wu_r)>=N & su_l>0 & bbu>0 & su_r>0);

where each ofminimum andpremium have the same meaning as in the SPN case.

Note that even in this case, the atomic propositions are ofM type, and not of

Mcol type, since we are working on the unfoldedSWN.

Table 4.4 shows the results for the various models: observe the perfect match

of GSPN and SWN results that is actually not surprising sincethe underlying

CTMC is the same, and the same ordering of variables has been used

Using GREATSPN2MRMC/MRMC approach

SPNcase. Consider again the SPN model of the workstation cluster example.

Here is a portion of the .xlab file for theN = 8 case: labels are listed first, one

label for every possible numbers of tokens in a place in any reachable state, and

then each state is associated with the labels valid in that state (in this case state 1

is the initial marking of the net).

#DECLARATION
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QoS definition Translation

Minimum (lwu >= 6 && lsu> 0) | | (rwu >= 6 && rsu> 0) | | ( lwu+ rwu >= 6 && ( lsu> 0 && rsu> 0 && bbu> 0) )

Premium (lwu >= 8 && lsu> 0) | | (rwu >= 8 && rsu> 0) | | ( lwu+ rwu >= 8 && ( lsu> 0 && rsu> 0 && bbu> 0) )

Table 4.5: Translation of Qos definitions, to be used with MRMC, using the

GSPN net elements of Figure 4.3

lsu(1) lwu(8) rsu(1) bbd(1) ruidle(1) rwu(8) ......

...

#END

1 lsu(1) lwu(8) rsu(1) bbu(1) ruidle(1) rwu(8)

2 lsu(1) lwu(8) bbu(1) rsd(1) ruidle(1) rwu(8)

3 ......

...

Table 4.5 lists the definition of theMINIMUM and PREMIUM QoS for the

GSPN model, in terms of expression on the markings, whenN = 8 andK = 6

(three quarters ofN). The expression is parsed by APGENERATORto produce the

.lab file, that is then given in input to MRMC, a small portion of which is shown

in the following:

#DECLARATION

lwu>=6 lwu>=8 rwu>=6 rwu>=8 lsu>0 rsu>0

bbu>0 lwu+rwu>=6 lwu+rwu>=8

#END

1 bbu>0 lsu>0 lwu>=6 lwu>=8 lwu+rwu>=6 lwu+rwu>=8......

2 lsu>0 lwu>=6 lwu>=8 lwu+rwu>=6 lwu+rwu>=8 .....

3 .......

.......

As may be observed, the states are labeled with atomic propositions ofM type.

The obtained results with MRMC will be discusses at the end ofthe next

paragraph.

SWN case. In this paragraph we provide an example that utilizes the observa-

tion transitions for specifyingTcol atomic propositions.
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QoS definition Translation

Minimum (PARToperationali ) | | (operationali && conn)

Premium (PARToperationaln) | | (operationaln && conn)

Table 4.6: Translation of Qos definitions, to be used with MRMC, using the SWN

net elements of Figure 4.5

Type N |TRS| Φ1 Φ2 Φ3 Φ4

GSPN 8 2772 yes yes yes 0.001484433

SWN 8 1413 yes yes yes 0.001484439

GSPN 16 10132 yes yes yes 0.001301666

SWN 16 5117 yes yes yes 0.001284814

GSPN 32 38676 yes yes yes 0.001293746

SWN 32 9885 yes yes yes 0.001289851

GSPN 64 151060 yes yes yes 0.001306365

SWN 64 38819 yes yes yes 0.001304252

Table 4.7: MRMC results (10−6 error) for the workstation cluster models of Fig-

ures 4.3 and 4.5

Figure 4.5 shows how we added the observation transitions toFigure 4.4, in

order to manage the colored instances of the net elements forspecifying the prop-

erties of interest.

Table 4.6 lists the definition of theMINIMUM andPREMIUM QoS for SWN in

terms of observation transitions.

Table 4.7 shows the results for the GSPN and SWN models for various values

of N.

4.5 Conclusions and future works

This chapter discusses how we have exploited two CSL model checkers, PRISM

and MRMC, to add CSL model checking facilities for GSPN and SWN in the

GREATSPN tool.

We allow checking of the unfolding of an SWN via PRISM permitting us

to take advantage of the efficient MTBDD data structures used in PRISM. We
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can alternatively check the CRG or SRG of an SWN, in the case ofSRG taking

advantage of the symmetries of the SWN, using MRMC.

We note that model-checking methods for variants of CSL which refer to re-

wards have also been implemented in MRMC and PRISM, and can beused to

verify an even wider variety of performance properties thanthose considered by

CSL. The presence of rewards is orthogonal to our translation methods, and there-

fore our programs can be extended easily to accommodate rewards.

We intend to improve the links between GREATSPN and the two model-

checking tools by reducing the level of expertise that a GREATSPN user requires

to have of the tools. In particular, we aim to automate as muchas possible the

description of CSL properties, so that the user can express such properties at the

net level. For example, in the context of the translation to PRISM models, the

mapping of places to variables is partially lost due to unfolding, and therefore it

may be advantageous to have a translator from CSL formulae ofMcol andTcol

type to formulae given in terms of PRISM variables. Another problem that we

will address is the presentation of the model checking results to the GREATSPN

user.

With regard to the translation to PRISM, the MTBDD representation of the

transition matrix depends heavily on the ordering of the PRISM variables in the

module description. A good ordering for the variables of theexample is obtained

by declaring together the variables which are closely related (as suggested by the

developers of PRISM [56]). For example, in general, places which are connected

to each other by transitions are listed together in the variable ordering. The trans-

lator does not have any associated heuristic: for the purposes of this chapter we

chose to manually change the variable ordering in the PRISM models obtained by

our translator. To avoid such manual intervention, we intend to exploit the struc-

ture of the Petri net model to define an efficient ordering of the variables used in

the PRISM model’s description.

Finally, recall that the reachability graph of a GSPN/SWN corresponds to a

semi-Markov process, from which a CTMC can be obtained by eliminating van-
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ishing states (in which no time elapses). As noted in [11], the elimination of van-

ishing states removes information about the dynamic behavior of the system which

may be relevant for the evaluation of a CSL property. The problem is considered

in [14], in which the CSL logic and its related model checking algorithms are

modified to allow the use of immediate transitions in GSPN models. Therefore

other future work includes extensions of our tools in this direction.
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Net Element Meaning

lwu A left workstation is up

lwd A left workstation is down

lwINr A left workstation is in repair

lwf A left workstation is failing

lwi A left workstation is being inspected

lwu A left workstation is being repaired

Figure 4.3: The SPN of a workstation cluster system (from [36]).
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Figure 4.4: The SWN obtained from the SPN of Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.4.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions, open problems and

future works

In this thesis we have presented our contributes regarding methods and tools for

the model checking of PN, in particular TPN, GSPN and SWN. In the following

we recall all contributes within their open problems and potential future develop-

ments.

Contribute 1.

We have presented a method to translate aTPN to a TA by exploiting reach-

ability analysis of the underlying untimedPN of the consideredTPN. By using

such approach, the obtainedTA may be used to performTCTL model checking us-

ing theKRONOSmodel checker. The proposed method was implemented, finally,

to addTCTL model checking capabilities to ourGREATSPNtool1.

Advanteges. The experimental results show that the computation time used by

our method is competitive for a number of classes of system, and the produced

1This work is based on a translation defined in the Master Thesis of the student Arnaud Sang-

nier, of the ”Universite’ de Paris 6”, prepared while he was avisiting student in our research group.

A first preliminary translation was also implemented, but itwas completely re-done in this thesis to

efficiently compute the bisimulation. A similar translation was present also in my Laurea Thesis,

presented at the end of 2002
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TA generally offer a good compromise between the number of locations and the

number of clocks.

Open problems and future works. The untimed PN can be unbounded, also

if the TPN is bounded; even if, for addressing the just cited problem, we have

described an empirical method for bounding the PN using complementary places,

and then checking if this bound is too restrictive, we plan toaddress methods

for obtaining information about bounds on the number of tokens in places of the

TPN, which can then be used in our approach based on complementary places. We

also intend to implement a translation to UPPAAL TA. Finally, the exploitation

of some notion of colors and of the use of some symbolic representation for the

underlying reachability graph could be a promising approach to be investigated

on.

Contribute 2.

We have exploited twoCSL model checkers,PRISM 2 and MRMC, to

add CSL model checking facilities forGSPN and SWN into the GREATSPN

tool; this led to the implementation of two toolsGREAT2PRISM and

GREATSPN2MRMC.

Advantages. With respect to SWN:

• we allow checking of the unfolding of an SWN via PRISM, permitting us

to take advantage of the efficient MTBDD data structures used in PRISM;

• we can alternatively check the CRG or SRG of an SWN, in the caseof

SRG taking advantage of the symmetries of the SWN, using MRMC.

Open problems and future works. We intend to improve the links between

GREATSPN and the two model-checking tools by reducing the level ofexpertise

that a GREATSPN user requires to have of the tools. In particular, we aim to

automate as much as possible the description of CSL properties, so that the user

can express such properties at the net level.

2The link to PRISM was implemented by Davide Cerotti, a PhD student belonging to our

research group
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With regard to the translation to PRISM, the MTBDD representation of the

transition matrix depends heavily on the ordering of the PRISM variables in the

module description. We intend to exploit the structure of the Petri net model to

define an efficient ordering of the variables used in the PRISMmodel’s descrip-

tion.

Since the elimination of vanishing states during the reachability graph of a

GSPN/SWN removes information about the dynamic behavior ofthe system

which may be relevant for the evaluation of a CSL property, we want to extend

the CSL and associated tools to allow the use of immediate transitions (as in [14]).

Finally, we will address the presentation of the model checking results to the

GREATSPN user.

We want to recall, as a by-product of the above contribute, the followings.

Contribute 2.1.

We have implemented a method for unfoldingSWN to GSPN within

GREATSPN, which can be used in other contexts aside fromCSL model check-

ing3.

Contribute 2.2.

We concentrate on the way in which meaningfulCSL properties ofGSPNand

SWN may be specified. In particular, we considered how “atomic propositions”,

which are used in model checking to identify portions of the state space of interest

(for example, error states or goal states), can be described.

3This contribute was given by Davide Cerotti, a PhD student belonging to our research group
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